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TO BICYCLE LOVERS
in Oklahoma and Indian Territory arej
contains the lifeless corpse of our a sculptor, and only recently complet-- i
Service corporation, which he deemed FATAL FIST FIGHTING
Today is the friend and gaze into that mysterious ed a beautiful statue for the cathedral a (b tint, the undersigned believes
New York. Nov. 7.
annual
the
to
attend
here
assembled
boss
good
policy,
against
tbe
to be
it is the duty of tbe citizens to
AT NAVAL ACADEMY. meeting of the Territorial Federation annual field day of tbe New Y'ork unknown where his spirit Is. to ask at Las Vegas. He Is now at work on
turned against him and did everything
aid the present officers In secur- - tY
medallion of a
Century Road ourselves, if, when Ood sends hjs mes- a handsome
of
the
Clubs,
Division
7.
opened
Slate
here
which
Midshipman
Women's
Nov.
of
Annapolis.
present
election.
at
the
him
to defeat
lug at least that amount at once, a
principal event senger for us, will we be ready to Navajo Indian, which is expected to
James H. Urapch, Jr.. son of'James R. today. The meeting was originally Club of America, the
In order that It may be applied to A
favorably with the work of
Branch, secretary of the American to be held tomorrow at Law ton. but of the seas n iu whi. h cyclers are greet the summons with Joyous confi- compare
OHIO MAY JOIN THE
any of the famous sculptors who have
accounts to which it rlghtlv be- I'nusual efforts have been dence?
RANKS OF REFORMERS Bankers' association, with offices in after all arrangements had been made interested.
1). K. B. SEU.ERS.
longs.
taken Indians for their models.
day
the
year
field
maKe
wag
to
same
ou
thoughts
the
made
hearts,
this
discovered,
building
New
our
of
of
that
it
bauk
tender
Hanover
the
The
Nov.
7.
elec
The
Ohio.
Cincinnati.
Twenty-fiftAnnual
Secretary
He will leave tonight for Las Ve- cycler
for
attractive
and
tri,iay
ii.urtt;n
.Uethodisi
wo
nav
in
our
seriously
Bouiheiu
was
last
ingit-a- t
us
inJureJ
who
pc'or
uie
thus
a
City,
extent
York
will
io
today
- i
tion ot
ert fn Vew
ha
Territorial Fair.
ris
public In general,
tbe
for
as
as
well
would
lie
I.awtcn.
midshipat
held
conference
fight
another
with
fist
in
a
of
I
this
in
the
future
fluence
York and take passage for Kurope.
(Continued on Page Five.)
As il would have been a too severe and a fine program has been arranged,
The campaign was very blt- man, died today.
fctate.
New

York, Nov. 7.
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to have a pipe whenever a body wants SETTLERS STAMPEDE TO
It."
RICH VALLEY IN ARIZONA
SUPREME COURT BEGINS
THE MARY ROGERS CASE.
OF
WATER NEAR
Washington, 1). C, Nov. 7. The DISCOVERY
DOUGLAS CAUSES EXCITEMENT
appeal In the case of Mrs. Mary M.
AND HOMESTEADERS TAKE UP
Hogers, convicted of the murder of
A LARGE
STRETCH OF
her husband, Marcus Rogers, and sentenced to death by the Vermont court,
was taken up by the United Stales
A special dispatch to the Los AnSupreme Court today, to decide the
from Tucson, Arizona,
question whether the constitutional geles Examinersays:
rights of Mrs. Hogers were violated dated Nov, 2,
The discovery of artesian water,
during her trial In Vermont, as Is cona
tended by her counsel. Upon her near Douglas, Arizona, has caused
appeal to the United States Supreme rush of settlers into the Suiphur
Court, Mrs. Rogers was reprieved un- Springs valley of Cochise county,
til December 8th. and the case was set where a dozen homesteads are now
for today upon the request of the Ver- being taken up every day. A stretch
mont state government, so as to give of country eight miles in length has
ample time to pass upon the ques been tiled on during the last week.
tlons Involved In the habeas corpus The soil of the valley is rich, but has
before the expiration of the reprieve. neverbeen tilled on account of lack of
water. The artesian wel.s will place
of the lower valley within the tilall
CANADA MAKES SURVEY
lable area and it Is predicted that the
will result In building; "P a
OF NIAGARA FALLS discovery
large and rich agricultural section In
that part of Cochise county.
Niagara Falls, Nov. 7. A party of
Tangle Over Election.
engineers .under the direction of M.
A unique political situation is presLaflame, a distinguished Canadian ented at Tucson, for by reason of the
geologist. Is making a survey and In- overlooking of the new primary elecspection of the Horseshoe Falls, on tion law, passed by the last legislagovernment ture of Arizona, It Is impossible to
behalf of the Dominion
and and the Canadian members of the hold a legal election. The mayor, who
International Waterway commission. Is a democrat, has agreed to name trie
The oblect of the Investigation and three candidates for the council, who
survey Is said to be to determine howjare SUPr,,s)rui at. the polls to succeed
the water of the' upper river can bejtnose w,(se terms would otherwise
),
diverted toward the Canadian channel
nr. Wnt owtlnn can
without causing friction with the be heJ wil, nol(1 over ,ntli their 8UC.
United States government. There i8(CPB8ors are legally chosen.
These
a question as to where the boundary j three men have promised to resign on
line between the two countries mounts - tne flrg ()f tne year , order t0 enai,ie
d
the Horseshoe. The Canadians are In- the niayor to appoint the three
to believe that, Instead or being cp?sfll candidates to succeed them,
at the middle of the Horseshoe, It Is
Un(,pr ,hat arranK,,ment. both polit-a- t
a point of reck not far out from ,pa, partieg have ma(,e preparations to
,
Goat Island.
no,d Brimarles and the council has
j
called an election, which while it will
GOVERNMENT SUES TO
not be legal, will enable, the people to
place men of their own choice in the
RECOVER LIEU LAND! council.
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REFORMER FROM
RUSSIA IS HERE

PHOENIX
AT
OFFICIAL MATTERS
IN
FRAUD
ALLEGES
TRANSACTION.
Postmaster Appointed.
Reached
Leslie P. Shupe' has been appointSuit for the recovery of forty acres
or patented land held by Thomas N. ed postmaster at Canjilon, Rio ArriWillis or Pinal county, Arizona, by ba county, to succeed William K.
Presence Causes deed
from Patentee Frederick A. Shupe, resigned.
Hyde, John A. Iienson, and F. A. Hyde
Civil Service Examination.
& Co. of California, was filed at PhoeJohnK. Stauffer, secretary of the
Some Commotion.
of
United
nix, Ariz., In behalf
the
civil service board at Santa Fe, anStates, by Attorney General Moody.
nounced an examination for janitor
of the federal building In Santa Fe.
This case Is Important, as it Is
to be the entering wedge for No educational test will be given, and
RETREAT FOR INFIRM HORSES
more land fraud cases. The complaint therefore it will not be necessary for
says there is no recourse In common applicants to appear for examination,
law. and asks for court of equity, as 'but certain blanks must be filled out
Fall Races Open at Nashville Willis' title was regularly secured, by applicants, which must e sent In
The patentees secured the land In lieu by November 18, and which can he
of forty acres released by them on the procured from Secretary Stauffer. The
With Big Purses and
formation of the Pine Mountain (Cali-- j position carries with it a salary of
fornia) forest reserve. The complaint $r,4i a year,
Many Horses.
alleges the Interests there were ir-- i
Articles of Incorporation.
not, statei . . The. following
acquired, but does
"articles of lncorpora(regularly
.
.
.
.
ra Ill
now, in detail, saying me iacis win iion nave been men in me omce
oi j.
THE MARY ROGERS CASE
be learned In the exhaustive lnvestlgar! W. Raynolds, secretary of the terrl- tlon about to be undertaken, and tory
which, it is intimated, will dlclose
The American Metals company,
place or business, New Mexico and
Pittsburg, Pa,, Nov. 7. The ar- other frauds.
Las Cruces. Principal agent or the
rival today of Dr. H. Zitlowsky, a Ruscompany, E. A. Frank, of Las Cruces,
COSTILLA CASE ON TRIAL
sian reformer of the most radical kind,
N. M. Object or company, to conduct
has caused considerable commotion
among the members of the local Rus- ATTORNEYS WILL TRY FOR DE- a general mining business, buying,
selling, locating, or otherwise acquirsian Fraternal Revolutionary Society.
CISION ON LAW POINTS DAY ing
mines and mining property. The
Dr. Zitlowsky, who was educated In
AND NIGHT SESSIONS.
capital stock is $1,000,000, with $199,
Russia and Switzerland, represents
The Incorporators
the European Revoltlonary Society,
In the case of the settlers of the 996 subscribed.
and is now on a tour of agitation in town of Costilla versus the United are B. P. Warner, J. P. Prlmley, F. J.
this country. He will be the principal States Freehold Land and Immigration Merrill, W. T. Weir, C. H. Lane. E. A.
speaker at a meeting in Turner Hall, company, which was called last week Franke and E. R. Stephens. Length
under the auspices of the local Revo- In the First judicial district court of of time to run, fifty years.
The Juanlta Pead and Zinc company,
lutionary society. The local society the county of Santa Fe, at the terriof this torial capital, has developend to a the Incorporators being T. B. Catron,
was organized in February
year, for the purpose of raising money point where the case Is now being C C. Catron, C. F. Easley and Pedro
for the help of those who want to beard by the court and the jury select- Perea, all of Santa Fe, and R. D
bring about a better condition among ed Saturday. Following Is a list of Thomas, or Magdalena. N. M. The
term of existence of the company Is
the Russian people. Since its organi- the jurors:
the principal
sation the society has sent nearly
Garcia, Prudencio Sandoval, fixed ator fifty years andoffices
E.
Jose
of the
business and
$500 to Russia. It has a membership Genarlo Archuleta,' Ambrosio Naranjo, place
of only eighty, among them a number Mariano Sanchez, Leandro Martinez, company are situated in the Kelly
county. The
of prominent Rust,'an merchants.
Francisco Martinez, Aniceto Qulntana, mining district isin Socorro
$1,000,000,
divided
stock
Jesus Grlego, Jose Dominguez, Estev-a- capital
Into $1,000,000 shares of the par value
KENTUCKY WANTS RETREAT
Lujan and Francisco Etacudero.
FOR INFIRM HORSES.
The attorneys do not seem to think of $1 each. Two thousands dollars
Louisville, Ky., Nov. 7. The Ken- that very much of the case will be worth of stock has so far been sub
lar
tucky Humane Society, which met left to the decision of the Jury, as each scribed. C. C. Catron being the
The objects or the
subscriber.
here today for iu regular annual meet- side hopes to demonstrate to the court gest
ing, will consider a unique plan, the that it is" merely an interpretation of company are to conduct a general mm
and
like of which has probably never be- the laws of New Mexico thM is re- Ing business, own, buy, sell, lease
and mining property,
fore been under consideration in any quired to decide the case, and there- manage mines
country. A plan is to he considered fore the jury will have nothing to de- maintain stores, boarding houses and
for establishing a retreat for aged and cide, or if it does it will be merely a do everything necessary for the bus!Is
or the company. C. C. Catron
Infirm horses. During the year just case or deciding the points or law as ness agent
or the company, with office
the
closed the society, which now , has outlined by the court.
more than 350 members, has cared for
The court convened this morning In Santa Fe.
more than 9.000 horses and other anl at 10 o'clock and will hold dally and
IN DENVER
mala. At present the society has no nightly sessions from now on until the SUIT
AGAINST ATTORNEY HOWARD.
funds for the establishment of a home case is decided.
Suit has lieen brought In Denver
for decrepit horses, but it is hoped
by I. B. and J. C. Porter, to compel G
that liberal contributions to such a SHOT AT A GHOST AND
Hill Howard, or New Mexico, to Rive
fund will be forthcoming when
IT DISAPPEARED. an accounting of the proceeds of
ghost
a
I.
S.
McCarty
at
Since
shot
sale Involving the disposal or 156,000
or a man In his room one night last acres or ranch land. They ask that
FOUR MILE RACE FOR
going
ghost
week,
stories have been
a receiver be appointed.
the rounds, says the Cloudcrort Silver
plaintiffs sold the land ror HowFOURS AND UPWARD Lining. Mr. McCarty saw a rorm in ardThesome
time ago. The agreement,
Tront or him. Tie spoke to It, and the price to be received by Howard was
toIt
object,
was started
whatever
seventy-fivcents an acre, and that all
Nashville, Tenn., Nov. 7. The reghim, when he blazed away at money which should be paicf over and
ular fall race meeting opens here to- wards
It
going
Its
took to Its heels,
feet and
above (hat amount should go to the
day and will continue until November
the door at a very sprightly Porters Tor making the sale. The
The plan of holding a winter through
18th.
apsays
gate.
all
Mr. McCarty
from
land was sold ror $250,000, Just $132.- meeting in Cumberland Park has been pearances,
object was a man, and ni Ml more than Howard has asked, and
abandoned and every effort has been he thought the saw
something glitter In they claim that amount as their due.
concentrated upon the fall meeting, to its hand ashe It
started towards him.
make It a great success. The indica He stepped backwards
Baby won't suffer five minutes with
until he reach- tions are highly favorable, the entries
Ol 1MB Kllll,
lien ue croup ir you apply Dr. Thomas' Elec
f r"
4,..11.,
the most interesting features will be j tabbed it and commenced to shoot. tric Oil at once. It acts like magic
the race for the Endurance stake. The '
Z- Zdistance will be four miles ami will lie,
and upward. It villi
for
lie the only race on tne flat over a,
such a distance decided in this country. It is expected that a large mini-ber of fine horses will be entered fori
that race. The principal race of tbe
opening day Is the Fall handicap, a
handicap sweepstakes for
aud upward. The stake is $1,imio
for the first, $'JnO for the second, and
$luo for the third. Francis Trevelyn
will be the presiding Judge of the
iiieeting and Richard Dwyer will be at
af
the barrier.
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Corydun, la., Nov. 7. Mrs. John
O'llrien. of this town, win) has the
distinction of being the oldest woman
in the state of Iowa, has jtiht completed her 101st year. She is an inveterate smoker, and. according to her
own admission, has been addicted to
the use of a corncob pipe ever Bhice
Bhe was six years old.
"I have smoked my pipe for ninety
five years," she baid, iu an interview,
"and I have no patience for the people who say it Isn't good for one to
use tobacco. I would Just as soon
stop drinking water as slop smoking.
1 don't
need to thank anybody to help
me to bed nor up in l lie morning. 1
can get around myself, and I can do
home work. Now, I think that when
a woman can live one hundred years
and inoke from the time she was
six years old, and still be without an
aching bene In her body, It's all right

X- -

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

to Loan
Money
Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,

WANTED

Twining loom girl at the

hotel.
Clean
ras. inquire a
The Citizen olhce.
nighest
WANTKU -- 2' twee palulera,

on

Wagons and other Chattels; also od
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and aft high
$200.00. Loans aie quickly made
as
wagos. C. A. Hudson.
On
private.
Tims:
strictly
and
lu private fa m month to one year given. Goods reWANTKI
il.v. at 31" West Coal avenue.
main In your possession. Our rates
WANTED Cook at Indian School are reasonable. Call and see ua bemess. Apply to Superintendent.
fore borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
WANTED Unfurnished cottage of 3
or 4 rooms. Reasonable. T.'W. S., Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Citizen.
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
WANTED Plain sewing; cnildrens'
315 West Railroad Are.
clothing a specialty. No. 619 West
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Railroad avenue.
Open Evenings.
steady
WANTED Situation by a
Adyoung man as helper In kitchen.
CARliS
PROFESSIONAL
dress, K. W.. Citizen.
WiANTElij GirlTor cooking. Inquire
of Mrs .! B. S. Rodey. N02 Kent ave- nu corner of Eighth street.
DENTISTS.
W AN TED Ladies to bring iheirhair
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
work to Mrs. H. E. Rutherford. All
Office closed until November 15.
kinds done to order. 113 Iron
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. 8.
Office hour
Gentlemen s second-hanNo, 1U6 Railroad avenue
WANTED
clothing. So. 515 South First street, :30 a. m. to 11:30 p. m.; 1:30 p. m. to I
482.
Appointments
made
p.
Telephone
m.
south of viaduct. Send address and by
mall.
will call. It. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
;
LAWYERS.
WANTED Young man desires
has knowledge of book keepBernard 8. Rodey.
ing and can use Remington typeAlbuquerque,
writer; willing to do any kind of N.ATTORNEI-AT-LAPrompt
M.
attention given to all
work. Address Box R. Citizen.
hiiKtnesa pertaining to the profession.
Will practice la all courts of tbe terriMALE KELP WANTED.
and before tbe United States lard
WANTED Men to learn barber trade. tory
nfBca
Moler's System College, Loa
Ira M. Bond.
K F street, N.
ATTORN
VVANThD

-

t

t

s

t-

WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES.
THE

OF

BANK

COMMERCE

Offlce

ATTORNEI-AT-LA-

North

room,
Second

street.

Y

Nice room, everything
FOR RKNT
new and pleasant. 415 North Second street.
FOR RENT Neatly furnished rooms;
gentlemen prererred. No. 619 West
Railroad avenue.
FOR RENT Two elegant rooms, sult-able tor man and wire. 415 North
Second street. Board If prererred
rooms for
FOR RENT Furnished
housekeeping, Large and airy. Cor- ner or Sixth street and Railroad
avenue.
brick resl- FOR RENT A
dence or nine rooms, rurnlshed. See
A. Fleischer, the Second street real
estate agent.
Apartments In Park
TOR RENT
View terrace, eight rooms each;
H.
modern equipment throughout.
H. Tilton, room 19, Grant block.
FOR RENT Nicely rurnlshed flats
and rooms for housekeeping. Also
flat with piano. Apply Mrs.
E. K. Norrls, east end of viaduct,
cor. Iron ave. and John at.
FOR RKNT One sunny, beautifully
rurnlshed room, with southern exgas,
posure and large alcove; als-electric light and bath; in private
No. 315 West Lead avenue.
home.
two-stor-

DEPOSITORY

FORSALE

FOR SAL'S One or'the'best. small,
paying businesses in the city.

s

C, this

H.

office.

Seven room

SALE OR RENT
house in the Highlands. Inquire ot
124
South Walter
N. W. Alger.
street.
FOR SALE Horse, buggy and harness, cheap, and must be sold at
Inquire at Blue Goose saloon,
once.
212 North Third street.
TOR SALE A handsome Hardman
piano, in fine condition and almost
For particunew, at a bargain.
lars, call at this office.

FOR

LOST

LOST

Elks' tooth charm; return to

offlce and receive reward.
LOST Gun metal chatelaine bag. Re
turn to Citizen office and receive

this

reward.
MERCHANT

TAILORING

AND

FOR THE ATCHISON. TOPEKA A 8ANTA FE RAILWAY

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
Officers and Directors.
.TOSF1UA S. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY

President
Vice President
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

FRANK McKEE
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS

H 4P

U. 8. DEPOSITORY.

Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository for Atchison, Topeka

&

.-

";

,

$500,000.90
$250,000.00

Santa Fe Railway Company

Crom-

lerque. N M
John H. Stmgie.
ATTORNEI-AT-LASuite 18. N.
Armtjo building. Albuquerque. N. M

well

Mock.

Albti

ARCHITECTS.
F. W. Spencer and V. O.

Walling-rord-

The State National

,

Barnntt building,
M. Both 'phones.
CIVIL ENGINEERS.

rooms
Albuquerque, N.
46-4-

Bank

OF ALBUQUERQUE

D. F. MACROLLING.

Civil engineering, surveying and
drafting. 209 Railroad avenue. Auto
matic 'phone 740.
CONTRACTOR eV BUILDER.

CAPITAL .
DEPOSITS

y

,

it.

arnot

FOR RENT
W., Washington, u. v.. Pe slona. lands,
Room's with board. 3lS patents, copyrights, cavlats, letter patents, trad mark, claims
South Third street.
FOR RENT Pleasant rooms, witn ATTORNEI-AT-LA-R. W. D. Bryan.Albuquerque,
home cooking, at the Casa de Pro. N. U. Offloe, First, isatlonal Bank
FOR UK NT Furnished rooms. 415
North Fourth street. Henry
E. W. Dobson.
Turuished

N.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS!
80LOMON LUNA. President;
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier; W. J. Johnson, Assist. Cashier:
wm. Mcintosh
george
solomon luna
A. M. BLACKWELL
J. C. BALDRIDGE
O. p. Cromwpi i

rB'nT

FOR RENT Large,
with board, tits)

ALBUQUERQUE,

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
bOLICITS NEW ACCOUNT8.
CAPITAL, $150,000.00

posi-tion-

F(5R

OF

We have bad a yery satisfactory growth since the establishment
of our bank. If you are not one of our customers, we should like
an opportunity to show you our superior facilities.

A. L. Morgan.
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR
AND BUILDER Estimates cheerfully
furnished; job work aollcted. Automatic
'phone 7B4; ahnp 911 North Second street,
Albuquerque.

O. N. MARRON, President.
3. B. HERNDON. Cashier.

N. M.

PHYSICIANS.
A. L. MAHAFFEY, M. D.
Homeopathla Physician and Surgeon.
Room 25, wiuting building, over
Vann's drug store. Automatic
telephone, 410.
C7t"4." CennerTM. D., dTo.
Osteopathic physician and surgeon
President New Mexico Board of Osteosuccessfully
pathy.
All diseases
building
Offlice
Barnett
treated.
Hours. 9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Both tele
phones. Sundays by appointment.
FALL TERM.
Albuquerque Business College Opens
Monday, September 4, 1905.
Courses Bookkeeping and Penman
ship, Shorthand, Typewriting, Eng
lish, Spanish and Mechanical Draw
lng.
DAY AND EVENING 8ESSION.
For particulars call or address
G. 8. RAMSAY, Pres.
R. O. 8TOLL. Secretary.
Library building. East Railroad ave
nue.
ASSAYERS.
CORBET & COLLINS,
United
Civil and Mining Engineers.
States Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
ASSAYERS.
East side of Plaza. Santa Fe. N. M
REAL ESTATE.

H. B. GILCHRIST.

Real

My merchant tailoring shop Is upNo. 200 West Railroad avenue, where I solicit the patronage of
,
the public. All work guaranteed

21S

stairs over

The Standard Plumbing & Heating Co.
I. H. COX, Manager.
Iron Pine. Iron PIdq Fittings. Brass Fittings and Valves. Steam and
Hot Water Heating and Gas Fitting. A full line of bath room Ax- I
tures and supplies. Storer Gasoline Engines.

Auto. 'Phone, 671.

0'00000'00'0'a0'000
0

O. BAMBINI.

RANKIN

&

0
a

0

PUTNEY

WHOLESALE GROCER
Flour, Grain and Provisions
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
ALBUQUEKUE, N. M. Q

00GK2X30000
of

a City

Take a stranger he comes to town he finds it a
dark, uninviting place. It don't make a very good
impression; he is not noins to talk about your city
not good talk. Say your ciiy was the best lighted
city In ihe country, wouldn't every one talk? They
would, of course. One of ihe good things aliout

CO.

Electric Signs

Globe-Democra- t

SLEYSTER

0

ESTABLISHED 1878

L. B.

as I have had fifteen years' exN.PEACH &C0.
perience in the business. Suits made
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
REAL ESTATE DEALERS
repaired. The specific I use will cot
injure the cloth. Ladles' garments Automatic "phone. 535. Offlce, 208
also cleaned and walking skirts made
West Gold Avenue.
to order. Otve me a trial.
The greatest of all new spupers is FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE,
the Daily
of fct. Louis.
LOANS
It lias no ecjiiiil or rival in all the west,
Automatic phone 451.
and ought, to be iu the hands of every
Room 10. N. T. Armljo Building.
reader of any daily paper. It costs,
by mail, postage prepaid, daily, inJ. A.
cluding Sunday, cue year, lii.lio; ti
mouths, $;i.oi); 3 months. $1.50; daily
INSURANCE. REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
PUBLIC.
without Sunday, one year, $ l.tln ; 6
months ?2.lii); 3 months, $1.00; Sun- Room 6. Cromwell Block. Albuquerque
day edition a big newspaper
and
Automatic Telephone, 174.
mag.i.iii,- combined, 4S to "ti pages
every Sunday, one year. $2.00; six
WILLING HELPERS
inonias, $1.00. A subscription to the
nt these prices, is the
best possible newspaper Investment.
What's the use of a helper It if
Solid your order today or write for
he Isn't willing? Willingness Is -free samplo copy to Globe Printing
Company, St. Ixuiis, Mo. See adver- t an ample mantle which will al- most cover all the sins of servIssue
tisement 0f the "Twicea-WeekIce. But a classified advertise- t
of the
elsewhere in
ment In The Evening Citizen Is a
Mils paper.
willing helper that Is not only
o
absoultely competent, but also is
But Few Are Free.
a willing worker. It works all
Hut few iiyoplo are entirely rree rrom
the time for you. It Is the best V
Indigestion at this seasou or the year.J
and most economical publicity in "
rtouoi iKspepsia, lure is ioi oniy me
the world.
bet rein, dy to use because It digests
what you eat but because It also en- I 1 I
! 1 I11 1
II!
ables the digestive apparatus to as
or
food
One
Into
the nicest places In the city
similate and transform all
tissue binding blood. Kodol relieves Is the pool hall, No. 115 West Railsour Mumacb, heart burn, belching, road avenue. Call and enjoy
ami all forms of indigestion.

o

rooxroooooo

"OLD RFLIABLE"

The Smile

first-class-

Colo. 'Phone, 234.

412 W. Railroad Ave.

'

Estate and Insurance.
Monev to Loan.
West Railroad Avenue.

D. A. McPHERSON, Vice PresldenL
ROY McDONALD, Assistant Cashier.

00KZ00000Os

00OsK3eK

UPSTAIRS,

OVER NO. 209 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAM
BINI, PROPRIETOR.

.$100100.00
.$250,000.00

you

Do

want to talk
this over?
Let us
give

proof

and windowA out lining is that it helps your city,
while it is helping your business direct. Why not
help to make our city The Best Lighted City In the
country?
It's a business Investment, pure and simple a good one ami a safe one. A good investment
neighbor can't
Tor you, for your enighbor.
Your
hold off long if you start. He will want lights
that helps our city.

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric

of these

statements.

Light and Power Company

"

tllobe-ilemiicta-

A Cream of Tartar Powder

Made From Grapeo
flo Jlfum

I

i

it

t

i

WE FILL

PRESCRIPTIONS

RIGHT

',aVFaaW.aW'aaW
At Consistent Prices

NEXT

TO BANK OF COMMERCE

203 W. Railroad Ave.

Cit'zcn Want Ads Bring The Best Results

V

ALUIQUEHQUE
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SOME ITEMS OF INTEREST

5

LAZYLMB
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n.H. Montgomery was In the city
rday from his home at Million's
on the desert, norfh and west!
Mr. Montgomery is en-limUon.
in developing one of those little
Senator Mondell rei of tlis sort
el to in his speech at ot the Hotel
ns ln-- t summer when he said the
would tome when there would
of valley
n Arizona thousands
,o oiii iv ani in small erouns. oc- ii'ig the little beiH'hes along the1
ntain streams, where water can no
doped, and filling the country with
itless little Irrigation schemes of
ate enterprise, in addition to the
projects of the government, that
.
There are
lire abundant capital.
ady many such in the territory,
whexu there Is one now there will
Mr. Mont-iere day be a hundred.
refuses t talk for publication,
by the use of a reportorial auger
as learned that he has a nice little
en supply ' for a small bunch of
canle that range In the nearby- - hills
and that he has planted and Is Irrigating about tin acres of alfalfa and
farm crops for the maintenance of
his horses Phoenix Republican.
1

?

'

y

Copper Is strong and quiet at practically unchanged quotations, says
George !.. Walker in the Hoston Comare
mercial. Lake and electrolytic
selling at Ifi'i cnts to 17 cents per
pound, according to brand and date of
delivery. Considerable copper has recently' been sold for December and
January delivery at ahou lfiMj cents
per pound. While the demand Is urgent, and all offerings quickly absorbed, the famine symptoms have disno
appeared. There Is practically
manipulation going on In the market
either here or abroad. Conditions areIs
strictly legitimate and demand keeping full pace with "the supply,
even wMth the prices above lfiV4 cents
per pound.
The exports of copper so far this
monfh amount to a little more than
10.0UO
tons. About 9i.i0 tons of this
went to China.
There ! no secret about the present disposition of the world's coppei
production. One has but to open his
eyes to what, is going on around him
to realize that we are only on the
The
threshold of the electric aee.
American Telephone company Is extending lu service at a rate which
calls for more than lon.uoO new telephones monthly. It has nw over
'6,000,000 instruments connected.
The electrical equipment of steam
railroads. Ions discussed as a theoretical possibility of the future, is now
under wav, and progressing much
more rapidly than is generally realized. The New York Central, for in- a
electric
stance, has forty-fivin Its service.
More than a thousand electric loco
e

.'rt

motives have already been made and
srld. by the General 'Electric company
for use on steam railroads, for switch-i- n
it In fjirtnrv vnrils mininc nnrl Other
purposes.
Steaip railroad men. thei
world over, are watching the development of the electric locomotive and
n.oior, and making plans for their
adoption. The coal mines are very
generally equipped with electric haulage, one coal nilninir company alone
owning upwards of fifty electric locomotives.
The general business situation conand until
tinues very satisfactory,
there Is a slackening in this direction
there is little prospect that the price
of copper will decline below 13 or 16
cents per pound.
Copper mining stocks are Bteadily
gaining In price. The new buying is
coming from all parts of the country,
and an unusually large portion of It is
cash business. Brokers are carrying
very few coppers on margin, and
money Is easier in Boston than it baa
been for some time past. Arizona
Gazette.
There was a marriage and giving In
marriage at the court house yesterday,
with the object of emptying the JaiL
Juan Drava, who had been indicted for
constructive rape, having abducted
YBabel Duran, a young girl living wifh
her parents east of the city. Brava
had possession of the girl tor several
days, before her whereabouts could he
discovered. At the time of his preliminary examination when he saw the
gand Jury, If not the penitentiary,
staring him In the face, he was Inclined
to matrimony, but theparents of the
girl would not give their consent.
Since then they have softened, and
yesterday the marriage was arranged.
But Brava had, after all, to spend one
night of his honeymoon In jail. Dis-trlsrurt ivnu net In session, and
thprp WAS no wflv in which his release
could be ordered. He will probably be
turnnrl nut tnrlnv.
The other bridegroom was Curt
noi'nnldg tho Vftllnp IDHI1 who WBS ar
rested at Tempe. night before last, for
a constructive criminal assault upon
I.elia Para, a minor, whose parents
life near Tempe. Reynolds, early In
the mnrnin? r.T his second day in con
tinement, signified his willingness to
get out of his trouble by getting Into
Hut the parents of the
matrimony.
girl nad to be consulted, and a mes
Limt nver to see about it
wilier..,-He r..nuriie 1 in the afternoon with the
qfiin itar It w'a nil richt. The
i,.r
license was Issued, and Probate Judge
Phillips performed me ceremony, il
is predicted, though, that Reynolds
will still have a rocky road in front of
him. The girl has several brothers,
and half brothers, who have not warmed to him, and it Is feared they will
not welcome him Into the family in
the way he desires. Arizona Gazette.
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kri1fh.
Cathartic
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kSh

The

bowels

CANDY

CATHARTIC

SEE THE BEAUTIFUL
HIGHLANDS

If the directors of the Jalisco railfail to build the line
between Guadalajara and Chamela on
the Pacific coast of Mexico, It will
not he on account of failure to 'locate a feasible route. This has een
done. When the maps being prepared
by J. M. Reid, chief engineer of construction of the National lines, are
sent to the directors of the company,
they will have a right to be assured
of the pracitcabllitv of the proposi'
1
tion.
PASSENGER COACHES ON
FIRE NEAR GALLUP.
,
Yesterday morning two coaches on
one of the west bound Santa Fe trains
caught fire a short distance east of
Gallup, says the Gallup Republican.
It Is thought that the fire caught from
sparks flying from the engine. The
crew, as soon as the fire was discovered, went quietly about extinguishing
the flames. For the first few minutes the flames gained on the voluteer
department and It was necessary to
stop the train to prevent the wind
from fanning the blaze back infa the
top of the coaches. After the train
came to a stop it was a short Job to
put out. the fire. Passengers on the
train who saw the work of the crew
speak very highly of the way the men
worked. Xo excitement was caused
many in the burning coaches not even
knowing that the cars they were rid
ing in were on fire. The coaches
were not seriously damaged, owing to
the promptness and skill with which
the entire train crew fought back the
flames.

T

"I Thank the Lord!"
cried Hannah Plant, of Little Rock
Ark., ". for the relief I got from Buck
len's Arnica Salve. It cured my fear
ful running sores, which nothing else
would beal. and from which I had suf
fered for five years." it Is a marvel
ous healer for cuts, burns and wounda
Guaranteed by all druggists; 25c.

William Metz, a carpenter at Santa
Fe, was killed almost instantly In that
city on Saturday last, while working
on the roof of a business, hlock 'being
erected there. Metz started to descend from the roof through a trap
door, when he lost his hold and
plunged headlong to the floor below.
His skull was fractured by the fall
and he died within a few minutes.
He leaves a mother and young wife to
mourn his loss.
Don't Be Deceived.
Do not be deceived by counterfeits

you buy Witch Hazel Salve. The
of E. C.
& Co. la on
box of the geinulne. Piles In
worst form will soon pass away
If you will apply
DeWitt's Witch
Hazel Salve night and morning. Best
for Cuts, Burns, Boils, Tetter,
Eczema, etc. Miss M. H. Mlddleton,
111.,
says:
Thelies,
"I was seriously
afflicted with a fever sore that was
very painful. DeWitt's Witch Hazel
Salve cured me In a few days. Sold
by all druggists.
when
name
every
their

f
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Twenty-Fo-

Sold
.i

i.J

De-Wi- tt

"Mother was lucky"
gas range.

Kan.,

Nov.

7.

three years the Kansas

--

papa tought a

For

the which beat the Haskell Indians tin
'as in. Is a pupil of ' Hurry Up" Yost.
For several years past Owen coached
foot ha'.l t ii nt has been cav'ainod a
team ot Swedes at Lindsborg, Kan
by a man from
Kan. This year 1 he team was known as "The Terrible
Arthur Pooler is the .layhawkers" lead- hwedes." They won from everv team
er. Last year and year before, Hicks in Kansas except lug the Haskell In- were llie niaiis. and hey plajcd the redskins a
and Brummage,
tie same.
leaders. Beloit, which is a town of
2,000 population, has also produced
iTOM CRUMPACKER IN
fcin-gridircn stars as Ouilanri and
players,
old Pennsylvania
POLITICS AT LA PORTE
and Weede, this year's great end at
Pennsy. Pooler has made, a name for
A copy of the Laf'orte, Ind., Daily
himself as a place kicker.
"Shorty" Hamil, "the holemaker," Herald has been received here, and
one of the best known gridiron war- on its front page is a picture of
riors west of the Mississippi, is giving Thomas F. Cruinpacker, who is
the Kansas University freshmen the city at the republican candidate for
clerk. Along with the picture is
lifnefit of his years of experience as
of the candidate, and It
a forward on western teams, and he a write-uhas succeeded in getting together a tells of how he finished his common
bunch of first year men which Is the school education at Albuquerque, while
equal of the varsity in every respect his father. Judge Jonathan W.
was associate Justice of the
except weight. "Benny" Owen, who,
as voach of the Oklahoma University, supreme court of New Mexico, and
foot ball team, got together an eleven how young Cruinpacker took a four
years' course in the New Mexico military Institute at Hoswell, graduating
with honors.
The original of this picture Is well
SICKNESS la
remembered in Albuquerque and In
a cry for
Koswell, as a very popular young
man, and his many friends here will
wish him success In the election.
PROPER FOOD.
Lawrence,

I'niver-sit- y

men-tinne-

p

The Perfect Food
to build back health is

Crape-Nut-

s.

OVER

PROVE

TRIAL.

,

PECOS VALLEY

STUDYING IRRIGATION.
The following party of business men
from various eastern cities are at Koswell and will be there several days

studying irrigation and looking over
country with a view of Investing:
the
- )
4
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NOTICE

Territorial Topics
SISTER OF RANGER
DUDLEY DEAD.
W. E. Dudley, of Alamoeordo, re
ceived the sad news a few days ago
or ine death or his youngest sister.
.Mrs. i.nima Wood, of Kllpore. Texas.
Death occurred while Mr. Dudley was
out on ranger duty.

wo.

To t hr-- ut ttil i to be loved by aft. If
there lives the womaa mho U luditieient to
thit sh i ypt to he heard of. Ytt from
time immemorial society has recognised
whit they tttougut to be a detriment, in th
my of tu.h a tciiutiun. 'i he bearing of
children has meant to them the marring of
physical beauty of finire, without which
beauty of face would be of little account.
Nothing could be more remote (rem truth
than this; childbirth is purely a natural
phenomenon, accompanied by pais, to be
sure, but if p'cper'y manned ao more
harmful in iisctfttus upon the human form
divine thaa any other aatural fuoctiea.

MOTHER'S
FRIEND

It easenttul in tlw proper management of
everv cast of bhor : it relaxes and softens
the abdoniiu il iniivJtrv thereby enabling
win

and John N
are accompanied b)

w una mi

lira

iicimiim

mutt unr. rgo. and from this very fact it
facilitates their return to normal proportions after childbirth, and it is obvious
that pale routt be greatly ksseoed from
this very reasmt
It is a tirnnent, it Is harmless, it It
piuels in itt results, it is
potent, it
Mother Fr-n1.00 pet hoitle at drug
Our 000k uf priceless value sent
Store
free to ill women.

,gqrak"

MTLAM1A, CM.
w imw
- :'f". i".41

FOR

PUBLICATION.

SELLERS, Manager.

NOTICE OF 8ALE.

(First publication October

21, 1905.)

of a decree of the district court of Bernalillo county. New
Mexico, made and1 entered on the 20tii
day of October, 1905, In a certain proceeding pending in said court wherein
0
Wluara L. Trimble Is plaintiff, and
of hi. Calm, and that said A. A. Trimble,
executor of the last
111
nrnnf
ha
kfAA K
will and testament of Lawrence
8.
f
bat clerk
Albuquerque. New
adTrimble,
deceased,
and
n December 5, 19051 vli., Juan
ic0
of
partnership
ministrator
assets
the
Rautiste KowemiBneh,
of Valencia of W. L. Trimble
& company, and the
county, New Mexico, for the
heirs
legatees of Lawrence
law
at
and
NWA4,
township
28,
section
S. Trimble, deceased, are defendants,
12 north, range 7 west.
6842 on the docket of said
He names the following witnesses numbered
court,
undersigned will on Wedto prove his continuous residence nesday,the
15thday of November,
the
upon
land,
and cultivation of said
190b, about the hour of 10 o'clock a.
viz., Gertrudes Heco, Jose Gonzales,
premises hereinafter dein., on
Hlsenta Alonza and Toodoro Powto, scribed, the
sell at public auction to the
all of Laguna, New Mexico.
highest bidder for cash, the following
MANUEL R. OTERO,
real estate situate, lying
Register. described
and being In the city of Albuquerque,
County of Bernalillo ai d Territory of
CALL FOR BERNALILLO COUNTY
isew Mexico,
BONDS.
Ixits numbered one (1), two (2),
The county commissioners of the three (3), four (4), five (5) and six
county of Bernalillo, In the territory (6), of block nine (9), of the original
together
of New Mexico, In the exercise of the lownsite of Albuquerque,
option given by law, hereby give no- with the Improvements thereon, contice that the funding bonds dated July sisting of a frame stable and other
1, .ISO 5, Issued In two series, known structures used by the firm of W. L.
as A and B, respectively, consisting Trimble' & company In the conduct ot
ot 102 bonds of $500 each, numbered the business of said firm.
The sale will be made subject to
1 to 102 both Inclusive, of series A,
approval of the said court, and
and 139 bonds of $100 each, numbered the
1 to 139, both Inclusive, of, series B, upon confirmation of the sale, the pur.
which are payable at the option oT chaser will receive a good and euffl
said commissioners ten years after ctent deed, and will be let Into posthe date thereof, must be presenred session of the premises, which will
for payment at the Chemical National be sold as a whole, and without dibank In the city of New York, or at vision.
A. A. TRIMBLE,
the office of N. W. Harris & company.
In the ,!ty of Chicago, 11- 1- on or be- Executor of the last will and testament of Lawrence S. Trimble, defore the 15th day of November, 1905,
and that interest thereon will cease! ceased, and exofflclo administrator
of the partnership asset of W. u.
after said date.
Trimble & company.
(Signed) ALFRED GRUNSFELD.
Chairman.
Every woman wants a fine evening
J. A. SUMMERS, Clerk.
coat, but the price has always bees
too high for the greater majority. Not
Opened
so now, for If you will attend the sale
NEW ROOMING AND
BOARDING HOUSE of fine coats at the Golden Rule Dry
Nice, Goods company, you will find them
Your patronage solicited.
priced within the reach ot all. Sea
lean rooms.
window display.
VIRGINIA MAESTA8,
523 South First street
Regulates the bowels, promote
WHEN YOU WANT MILL WORK easy, natural movements, cures conDONE, GO TO THE ALBUQUERQUE stipation Doan's Regulets. Ask your
druggist for them; 25 cents a box.
PLANING MILL. '
By virtue

PS

roJdvrT
""ITUT
h?I h.e.' M'J
was

obliged to cross
Emerson
me
tracks. As
the shadow
e.,
of a car a ma
d, Ut " d grab'
bed the bag she
Hefore she could call for assistance,
the robber had made good his escape,
disappearing behind a moving train.
The authorities think that the robbery was committed to a tramp. Until new locks can be secured, the
stamps and other valuables at the
postolllce will be kept lu the vault at
the bank.
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COLONEL

WOOD. OF GOLDEN,
GOES TO NEW YORK.
coionel J. A. Wood, geneial
of the Cold Bullion Mining company, of Gulden, who has been trans-

T9

PARK

-

jrf
1

PS&vjSA I

ASSOCIATION.

Thursday afternoon at 4 o'clock, a
meeting of the officers, directors and
members of the Las Vegas Fair
ion will be r,el,i at the office of
ine treasurer,
pierce, says the
Optic. The treasurer will make a full
statement of the cmi !:tl,n of affairs
fiiuum to i.aninas raru. also mat
ters of much moment, relating mit
only to the la-- t fiir. but also to
fur
K.eiy member ..f
the f.ilr association is n queMed t,j be
present.

AT JOY PHEY

n

9

e

EL.

PORVENIR HOTEL.
Margarito Romero is out at Kl
r
today, says the Ojitlc. He took
with him a number of workmen, who
will at once begin the project of re- uuiKiing the beautiful m, w hotel. I.as
Vegans are taking Ine lievMest satis- ;
idcuon in mis project.
porvenir
is (lie of the love.: :t spots in the
west, and Mr. Romero's plans to rebuild the hotel. t.;, rove the grounds
and establish an automobile route,
have
heard by the people of this
city with gratification.
l'ur-veni-

Your Ycuihful

COMPANY,

D. K. B.

II. E.
Department of the Interior, Land Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico, October 31, 1905.
Notice la hereby given that the fol
lowing named settler has filed

Ray-nold-

WILL REBUILD

Figures.

South Second Street,

No. 59CS.

AGRICULTURAL CONDITIONS
ALL RIGHT AT LAS VEGAS.
T. C. Means has written to Judge
R. V. Lone, of Laa Vegas, expressing
his satisfaction with the reports furnished on the agricultural conditions
in Las Vegas, and promising to make
good use of the materials In his forth- MISS OLIVER TO
coming report to th department.
MARRY LIEUT. REYNOLDS.
Cards have been received In Santa
WIFE OF SECRETARY
Fe by friends of Judge and Mrs. Matt.
RAYNOLD3 AT OMAHA. O. Reynolds, of St. Louis, Issued
by
Mrs. J. W. Kaynolds, wife of the Mr. and Mrs. Fielding W. Oliver, also
secretary ot the territory, and chil- of St. Louis, announcing the forthdren, are In Omaha, Nebraska, on a coming marriage of their daughter,
visit with the parents of Mrs. Hay- - Marjorie, to Lieutenant
Stephens
nolds.
They expect to remain until Clark Reynolds, Kleventh
United
the end of the month. Secretary
s
States cavalry, stationed1 at Fort Des
will go to Omaha In about two Moines, Iowa, son of Judge and Mrs.
weeks to accompany them home.
Matt G. Reynolds. The ceremony will
bo celebrated at 8 o'clock In the evenJURY TO TRY LAND CASE
ing of Saturday, the 11th day of NoIS FINALLY SELECTED. vember, at the Second Presbyterian
The Jury In the case of the Costilla church In the city of St. Louis.
Protective association vs. The United
States Freehold Iand and Immigration
Son Lost Mottier.
company, on at Santa Fe, was select"Consumption runs In our family,
ed late Saturday afternoon and sworn and through It I lost my mother,"
In, after which the attorneys repre writes E. B. Reld,
of Harmony, Me.
senting; the plaintiffs asked a contin- "For the past five years, however,
uance until 10 o'clock this (Monday) on the slightest sign of a Cough or
morning, which was granted by Judge Cold, I have taken Dr. Klng'g Now
McFle. and the court will be In ses- Discovery for Consumption,
which
sion day and night until the case has has saved me serious lung trouble."
been disposed of.
His mother's death was a sad loss for
Mr. Reld, but he learned that lung
LAMBS SOLD TO
trouble must
be neglected, and
COLORADO BUYERS. how to cure It.not Quickest
relief and
Perfecto Jaramillo flf Fill rA n d n H cure
for coughs and colds. Price 50c
Benlgno Jaramillo, of Anton Chlco, ar
$1.00; guaranteed at all druggists.
rived in Santa Fe yesterday and vis- and
ited friend8 W'hllp In th ranltat Trial bottle free.
They have Just sold to Henjamin Pres- For a' limited time we will give
ron or Colorado, 2,500 lambs, which
pipe, one
tbey have shipped dflrlng the past wifh every.,
package of Gold Shore plug cut smok
week to Colorado. They realized ing
tobacco, free. Henry Westerfeld,
12.50 per head.
207 Railroad avenue.

th-f- air

son. Koi.eit N. MeMynn,

Urithth. The
C. H. Klmeudorf, of New Mexico.

Week

.OWNERS.
Office, 110

n.-x- t

.

Crum-packer-

Last

SURETY INVESTMENT

acting personal business In Santa Fe
uie past rew days, has left for Golden.
Colonel Wood will leave Golden on
the 13th to attend the regular annual
meeting of the officers of the com
pany, which is to be held In New York
Don't wait for an explosion
" on tne 18th, for the purpose of
ook
electing officers for the ensuing fis
with gas the humans way.
cal year.
Subscribe for The Citizen and get
LAS VEGAS DRIVING
the news.

lat

Lots

ur

A

way 'company

ROOF OF BUILDING TO DEATH

1

and no mud or smoke.

.

SfW OWM

U

LOTS IN THE EASTERN ADDITION,
Only $10 down, balance $1 per wee

$100 to $200 per lot.

Excellent drainage

NOTES

i lis

Now ei

ANNUAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES

CARPFNTtR PLUNGES FROM

'tJT

is

B. R. Pinney of Los Angeles, son of
Conductor Pinney, and who Is well
known here, has received a very flattering and merited promotion, being
appointed to assistant local freight
agent of the Southern Pacific In that
city. He wilj have at least eighty
men under his charge.

WITH GRIDIRON RECORDS

i

mmk

Xever ttirkfn,
or Orlpf. 10r, f... ftc. KV r. r
toM in bulk. The enmn initial ttnmpeti C C C.
Guaranteed to cure or your money buck.
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. 6ot

RAILROAD
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Dame Fortune Knocks at
Your Door and Shouts

,

n (nnd thai I wnnM tin h
m troubled a treat df-- l witli
N'.iw nun taking
t
Camly
I feel vrry mii.ll hrttrr
I hall rertamlr
Mirm to my trlendi
the he.t nieIIMn I hare
r neon."
Add Bwluet, Oiburu ifUU No. I, Kill River, lUit.

JAYHAWKERS

HUSKY

WPorm Ewerm Addition
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THANKSGIVING RACES
AT MAGDALENA.

Magdalena will offer a series of
strong attractions to visitors during
Thanksgiving week, on November 28
Ou .... 'j.k a'U- .lit ne a norse race
iu o". mem win
eacn day, a big dance and supper
Thanksgiving evening, a ring pulling
tournament, and other attractions too
numerous to mention. The first race
will be a
mile dash, free
Tor all; second, a three- hundred yard
dash for saddle horses; third, two
hundred yards for cow ponies. Generous purses are provided for these
events.
one-fourt-
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as with joyous hearts and smiling faces they romp and ptay when in health
and how conducive to health the p;ames in which they indulge, the outdoor
life they enjoy, the cleanly, regular habits they should be taught to form and
the wholesome diet of which they should partake. How tenderly their health
should be preserved, not by constant medication, but by careful avoidance of
every medicine of an injurious or objectionable nature and if at any time a
remedial aent is required, to assist nature, only those of known excellence
should be used; remedies which are pure and wholesome and truly beneficial
in effect, like the pleasant laxative remedy, Syrup of Fis, manufactured by
the California Fig Syrup Co. Syrup of Fis has come into general favor in
many millions of well informed families, whose estimate of its quality and
excellence is based upon personal knowledge and use.
Syrup of Figs has also met with the approval of physicians generally, because they know it iswholesome, simple and gentle in its action. We inform
all reputable physicians as to the medicinal principles of Syrup of Figs, obtained,
by an original method, from certain plants known to them to act most beneficially and presented in an agreeable syrup in which the wholesome Californian
blue figs are used to promote the pleasant taste; therefore it is not a secret rem- -,
edy and hence we are free to refer to all well informed physicians, who do not
approve of patent medicines and never favor indiscriminate
Please to remember and teach your children also that the genuine Syrup
of Figs always has the full name of the Company
California Fig Syrup Co.
plainly printed on the front of every package and that it is for sale in
bottles of one size only. If any dealer offers any other than the regular Fifty
cent size, or having printed thereon the name of any other company, do not
accept it. it you Ian to get tne genuine you will not get its benehcial ettects
Every family should always have a bottle on hand, as it is equally beneficia
for the parents and the children, whenever a laxative remedy is required.
self-mediiti-

-

ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
OF CLIFTON ROBBED
Mra. M. n. Hmerson, assistant post
master at Clifton, Ariz., was wavlaid
last week while on her way home from
the fntorhf at Hliour 9:30 o'clock. A
shopping bajf. In which she carried
the keys to the postolllce, and some
change, was snatched from her hand.
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COMPANY IS ALL RIGHT!

ROAD DUTY

LED TO REGIONS BEAUTIFUL
Copyrighted by W. R. Hearst

IVlegate W. H. Andrews, the Now Mexican yesterday
wade the following eminently Just criticism Just alike
to Mr. Andrews and to the Morning Journal, which so
vehemently dcpiauds Mr. Andrews' resignation or expulsion. It raid:
"If all the reports and charges are based on facta,
then his case looks unfavorable, hut that does not change
the fact that the delicate It entitled lo a 'square deal'
and a thorouhg Investigation of the charges made.
"New. Mexico Is mucli better off, than are, for instance, the state of Oregon In the case of United Slates
Senator Mitchell and Representat ive Wil.iamxon, both
convicted In a United States court of serious crimes, or
the state of Kansas in the case of United States Senator
suBurton. Their cases have gone to the United Stats
preme court and uniil they are decided there, neither the
governors, tin legislatures nor any other organized body
super-Kgatof citizens In those states will take action or will peoto themselves the duties of courts and of the
ple In elections.
"The New Mexican, If Delegate Andrews Is guilty,
will not endeavor to palliate or condone his offenses;
hut proof positive must first be adduced before deserved
punishment can or should be meted out.
"Certainly, sane persons will not consider the columns and columns of printed matter of late published in
Philadelphia and Pittsburg newspapers and by correThey
spondents of yellow papers, as proof positive.
would not be sane and well balanced were they so to do."
e

CONDITION
PITIABLE
past four days eight- pple have made
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look down the lengthening distance,
Far bnck to youth's valley of hope.
How strange stem the ways of existence.
How infinite life and its scope.

1

Hut the hilltops of pleasure and beauty
Were covered with mist at the dawn;
And only the rugged road Duly
Shone clear, ns my ftet wandered on.

liked not the path and its
I hated the rocks and the
Hut a Voice from the Silence
It spoke but one syllable

leading,
dust;
was pleading,

"Trust. '

saw as the morning grew older
The fair flowered hills of delight;
And the feet of my comrades grew bo.der,
They hurried away from my sight.
I

ie--

And when on the pathway I faltered,
And when I rebelled at my fate,
' The Voice, with assurance unaltered.

Again spoke one syllable

to Drop a

If the ltiinii performance of the
Ethel Tucker Stock company Is a
criterion of what Is yet to come, Albuquerque Is to he treated this week!
to a gragram of shows that excel by
far any noini'rir price shows that have
visited' the city in many years. This
is not newspaper talk, from a box-office point or view, for the purpose of
filling the house and selling out the
public, but a fair criticism, after
weighing the performers In their real
value.
The production of "The Embezzler"
last night was nn entertainment from
Its begin ni ti e. Although It was long,
there was not a tedious moment In It.
The dual part of Miss Ethel Tucker,
as Jean I n i; side and Marie DuImiIs,
two Ptriknmlv different characters.
was one requiring and exhibiting the
higher type of dramatic art. Miss
Tucker is net to be complimented on
the beaut i which nature usually be
stows upon its favored ones, but Bhe
Is endowed with a personality which
Is Irrepressible, and which Is appealing to the admiration of all. Miss
Tucker's Impersonation of Marie Dubois last nlirht was very clever, and
apit Is safe to say that she will
pear to a good advantage in the char
acters of "Carmen and Sapho, as
well as other sentimental plays that
are on the hill for the week.
But Miss Tucker Is not the whole
show with the Ethel Tucker Stock
company. There are several other
reasonanly clever people with the
company. There is a young lady by
the name of Olive McCook, who
eclipses the most graceful of "The
Chanerons." when it comes to danc
ing, and the company has a series of )
stereoptlcon views that are new ana
fascinating.
The house was crowded last night,
n j
f,nm
cnrlvJ mnrniner.
111.- uuiu tlin
null juugiii
sales tonight's performance will be
greeted bv a similar audience.
"Carmen" is the bill tonight.

What dreams, what ambitions came thronging
To people a world of my own!
How the heart In my bosom was longing
For pleasures and places unknown.

I

I Want

LAST NIGHT'S PERFORMANCE RE
OF
COMMENDATION
CEIVED
CARMEN
HOUSE
LARGE

1

A SQUARE DEAL
commenting on the Morning Journal's attac k on

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER

THE ETHEL TUCKER STOCK

The Citizen Publishing Company

Published Dally and Weekly
W. T. McCREIOHT
W. 8. 8TRICKLER
Business Manager
President

EVENING CITIZEN.

"Walt."

Along the hard highway I traveled,
And saw, with dim vision, how soon
The morning's gold locks were unraveled,
Hy fingers of amorous noon.
turn In the pathway of duty
I stood in the perfect day's prime,
Close, close to the hillside of beauty;
The Voice from the Silence said "Climb."

A

"
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Hint
About the boy's clothing question.
The boy who Is clothed here will
wear better clothes and he'll wear
them longer than he will If his
parents are not particular about
where they buy,
2

$3.00 to $6.00

piece Suits, from

Suits, from .$4.50 to $7.50
Suits,
from . .$4.50 to $6.50
Blouse
Boys Overcoats, from . $3.50 to $9.00
piece

3

.

.

I

never deal

In

trash. It's

noth-

ing short of wasting money to buy
poor, cheap clothes for a boy,

NT.

AJANDELL

The Clothier and Furnisher.

oooocooooo ooooooo)co oooc ooooeoooo
Every Musician - - Every Lover of Music

Within the
application for admission to the poor house. All were
health seekers who reached the city penniless or spent
what means they had shortly after arriving. All come
Has thte desire to some day own a CHICKERING BROS. PIANO. The
The way to the Beautiful Regions
filled with hope of immediate relief and with the thought
Lies ever through Duty's hard way.
that they will be able to begin work Immediately upon
'
Chickring Bros, is a finality. After you obtain such a piano there is
Oh, ye, who go searching in legions,
reaching the city. Others have bee led to believe that
Know this and he patient today.
they can live much cheaper here than they can and ad
nothing better to be had nothing further to say. Many people perceive
Ella Wheeler Wilcox in New York American.
are unfortunate.
out
sent
plain
that literature
The situation makes It
that economy is truly served by securing a dickering Bros, in the first
CONTRACT FOR MARRON'BLOCK
setting forth what the curative powers of this climate
St!
ft
are should also tell something about other conditions.
place others exchange their iiano for Chickeiiny s. We will take your
TO BE LETJ0N SATURDAY
HOW A PLUNGER CAN MAKE
There is little or no chance of getting board for less
old piano in exchange as part payment on a Checkering Bros. Ask u about it.
than 120 or $30 a month anywhere in the city or valley
MR. AND MRS. BEN BOTHE ARE
FORTUNE IN STOCK GAMBLING
and usually it is from $8 to $10 a week where suitable
TO BUILD $3,000 RESIDENCE ON
for Invalids or where they will he taken. True some
ROMA AVENUE.
board,
for
light
workf
their
people will give invalids
believe
they
but it is not always they are as strong as
Plans for a two story brick business
even the
The reported silent Bupport of James R. Keene, block to be built by O. N. Marron on
iv,..,.,.,i..oa
- J cannot Derform
in ho ami thev
ilimiovi
lightest work. Tucson Star.
given to Joseph Ramsey, Jr., in his fight against George Railroad avenue, which were drawn
a year ago, are about to be
on more thaneffect.
The plans and spec
nut into
Angeles Examiner, V. K Gould for control of the Wabash railroad, supposedly
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
206 SOUTH SECOND STREET
On December 17 the
edi- account of his former hate for Jay Gould, brings again ifications are now in the hands of tne
anniversary
second
publish
paper,
its
will
Hearst's
S
pnijUc gaze this remarkable Wall street specu- contractors and bids are supposed to
tion, which will he devoted to calling attention in the into the
1 he site
in before next Saturday.
be
multiform
states, to the
lator, who has made and lost two great fortunes and is is that covered by the building occu
eastern, middle and
advantages of the southwest. This term is used in its now piling up a third colossal fortune.
pied by the firm of Weiller & Benjalargest sense, and Includes southern California, southern
min, next to the Economist dry goods
Age,
87.
Btore. The plans were drawn by ArNevada, western Texas. New Mexico and Arizona. This
Housewife
Born in London, England.
chitect J. L. La Driere.
anniversary edition will be the largest and completest
Architect La Driere will finish with
Spent childhood in Virginia.
Who takes pride In ber bread and
advertisement ever attempted of the section indieatea
in a few tlays plans for a new resi'cake making knows the pleasure and
Went to California in 1852 with parents.
above since it la anticipated that the sold copies of the
dence costing about $3,000 to be built
Mr,
meantime,
in the
satisfaction to be bad by the use of
edition will exceed 150,000.
Began studying law, dropped it, and was successively by B. Bothe on Roma avenue.
Hearst's other eleven papers, in advertising the anniver cow puncher, newspaper reporter, school teacher, milk
Empress mills flour. She knows her
sary edition to their 2,5i0,000 purchasers, are doing an
Returns from New York city, Phila
bread will be the whitest, sweetest,
'
delphia and San Francisto elections
Immense advertising of the various parts of the sections peddler and miner.
most nutritious and healthful, and ber
is
Here
Drifted to San Francisco with J10.Q00 he had earned will be received at the White Ele
of which the anniversary edition will treat.
cakes, pies and pastry dainty, delicate
phant tonight by special wire. Ev
the displayed advertisement of New. Mexico which those in mining at Virginia City, Nev.
'
' ' '"
'
'.'
light '.
and
erybody
welcbhie.
papers carry: "New Mexico is the New Lnd or from
Imbued wlth the speculative1 fever then raging, be
o
offer
can
territory
in
that
the
iae. If you are interested
came a curbstone broker in mining stocks.
health, wealth, prosperity and homes, send ten cents
In a few months had made over $100,000.
goes full
M. BERQER
for the Anniversary Edition of the Los Angeles, cat
Won and married Miss Sarah Dalngerfield of Virginia, length in spices and flavoring
114
West Copper Avenue.
Kxaminer, out Dec. 17, which will have pages of illus against the opposition of ber brother, who was a federal
)
"EMPRESS."
Judge at 'Frisco.
extracts you think it isn't
tratedj matter of New Mexico.
foraway
swept
Keen's whole
Break In the market
worth while to cheat in such
Shipments of cotton goods, colored and uncolored tune in 1870.
Offer to supply you with anything In
sheet
advance
according
the
to
from the United States,
"vanilla" our
of
Resumed struggle and got a friend in Senator Felton, triHes-four-n- fths
line, at prices that are fair and
the
of the monthly summary of commerce and finance of
who Bold him his seat In the stock exchange on trust
is tonka; cost's one or two square, and we are now matting
department of commerce and labor, show for the past
Prospered and began his great bear campaign against
nine months rearkable results when compared with those Bonanza mine stocks, which netted him $3,000,000 and
"$ i -or
nine
1904.
the
total
The
for the same period during
galore.
fenemies
Schilling's Best are entirely
months ending September 30. 1905, amounts to 603,040,306
Went to New York in 1876 flushed with success to
$9
S12 Refrlaerator
yards, valued at $36,204,206, as against 253,169,670 yards, "take Jay Gould's scalp."
pure ; at your grocer's.
$8.75 Blue Flame Oil Stoves. .. .$8.75
valued at $15,325,696 for the corresponding period in 1904.
Made $9,000,000 in the first year.
$6
$8 China Tea Sets
This as can readily he seen, Is more than double last
Lost $8,000,000 In his attempt to coiner wheut in
25c
Go to the White Elephant and get 40c China Salad Bowla
year's yardage, or. In other words, represents an increase 1878, and $2,000,000 more in stupendous operations in
STOVES, RANGES,
FURNITURE,
Decorated Havlland China, at 20
the election, returns tonight.
in favor of this year of 349,880,696 yards, valued at the stock market.
SHADES,
Der cent discount.
WINDOW
BEDDING,
BEDS,
IRON
in
September,
of
month
Exports
for the
$20,878,510.
25c
75c Glass Berry Sets
In 1S84 Russell Sage and Jay Gould put the finishing
OUTFITS,
CAMPING
SQUARES,
ART
unsatiirrxiixxTirxxtTxrxxuxrxx 36c Glass Water Pitchers
20c
spite of the boycott movement In China, and other
touch upon him and he failed for $3,000,000.
'
AND
LIVERY
g
LONDON
Lamps
CLUB
isfactory factors, amounted to 68.016.104 yards, valued
Decorated
$1.75
Made a few hundred thousand by a lucky turn ot
Sold
Goods,
$3.25
$4.50 Decorated Lamps
at $3,994,756, as against 35,802,245 yards, valued at the market and got back into the game.
w
StABLES
FEED
65c
$1 Steam Cereal Cookers
$2160,505, for the same period in 1904.
Again a conspicuous figure In the street In 1893, as
Corn er Second and Marquette.
0e
50c Steam Egg Poachers
Made
a manipulator of Sugar and National Cordage.
$1030
$12.50 Buggy Harness
Professor Meyer of the Chicago University has
$1,500,000.
Mexico
117 Gold
a book against government control of railway
In 1897-was leader of bull forces in Sugar and made
is
silent
says,
book
the
rates. But, as the Nogales Oasis
great profits, and in National Cordage made $4,000,000
upon such topics as the successful operation of the with a
bear campaign.
Texas railway commission, which has established rates
Latest large loss was in the Southern Pacific pool
on ad the railways In that state. Reaching so near to the In 1903,
about $5,000,000.
Mississippi river it practically establishes rates between
C. GRAN N IS, Prop.
Before
he lost his second great fortune Keene be
that stream and the H1o Grande. Upon some lines of came a factor in the American turf.
Auto Phone, 311. Colo., 300 Red.
FOURTH 8T. AND RAILROAD AVE.
goods in carload lots it makes rates as low as sixty
Day and Night Hack.
as fast
great
his
with
wife
Divided
third
fortune
his
Mexico
Albuquerque,
New
JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS STAGE LINE
cents per hundred. To meet that the lines reaching El as he made it.
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxzxxxxxx
Paso across Kansas, New Mexico and Oklahoma, give
Carries the United States mail;
rates equally low. But shipments from Missouri river
only line with a change of stock en
points to I'hoenix and Tucson are put up to rates that
route; good rigs, horses and drivers;
are the El Paso rate with the exorbitant local rate added.
The saving of time means oomfort.
SOME STORIES WISE
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday,
Phoenix and Tucson pay 2.25 per hundred on the same
& a. tn.
For
The saving of labor means saa. The
Friday
at
Wednesday
and
classes of freight in carload lots that reach El Paso from
HOME
ALL
Trimble
L.
W.
address
particulars,
saving of money means ssonamy. AH
AND SOME OTHERWISE
the Missouri river at sixty cents per hundred.
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
CO0K1NO
these savings can beet ae attained by
5fl
13. BLOCK, Proprietor, Perea. N. M.
Brown
Bread
and
Baked
Installing a
Boston
Beans
It is learned from The Earth, published bv the A
every Saturday.
Citizen want ads get the business.
T. & 8. F. passenger department, that according to the
Budding Financier.
AVENUE. Try one.
401
WEST RAILROAD
latest census reports, private enterprises placed irrigarritz Himme.sdorr, a butcher In a (small western
thirty-onin
states ami territories. The
tion systems
t'xpense of projects Is estimated ut $!i3,'io,immi, which is town, kept his money on deposit at the one hank the
Ml
believed to bo low. A totai area of ,iiio,uoo acres lias town boasted. Wbilo not very well versed in the lntrl
In dollars and eefita they cost no more. In quality they are
bettsr than
superior. In durability they last longer. One-thir-d
been covered by these systems. In an arid r. glon wuter cades of banking, he was very proud of the fact that h
any other. You are most cordially Invited t examine our new
in
OYSTERS,
is only required to make its tillable portions the most possfSM'u a bank account ana never railed to write a
to pay out any amount.
line.
fertile areas in the world. With the vast expanse ot cheek when bo was compelled
in
forest covered watershed which must drain into the In- howeer unall. One day, through some mistake, he drew
In
numerable lakes that dot the surrounding country, the a chirk for an amount somewhat in excess of ids balance at the bank. Next niorulng William Jones, the
Old stoves taken at a fair valuation.
water supply there is well nigh inexhaustible.
col ector for the bank, came Into the shop where the
THE McBRAIN FURKITURE CO., 205 Gold Ate.
Atchison Globe; On a capital stock of $5,000 the Bank butcher was chopping hamburg steak to the tune ol
Du
"Ach,
Atigustin,"
was
very
l.leber
ho
which
earnestly
of Joplin, in Missouri, reports $25i,000 in surplus funds;
The whistling.
I siAl f
deposits, $li6,579; interest and exchange, t'o.Jll.
TH Us r Miir iothn
YttALtHT 0Vtt.lt
"Mr. Himmcl.sdoif," said Jones, "you have an overbank's cashier, assistant 'cashier and three bookkeepers
wTjCHr
VHfttwrsJ Tws
are women, in the state of Iowa are at present fourteen draft at the bank amounting to $4.1)3."
"Ach, iss dot to?" said Fritz, slowly. "Vait till I get
women bank cashiers and eighteen women assistant cash
my
book,
scheck
you
I
gif
liilly,
a
It."
check for
and
s
of these oillcials started as bookkeeper.
iers.
No Iowa hunk directed by a woman has ever failed and Harper's Monthly.
no woman placed in a bank position of trust has proved
The supreme court of California in declaring the
.
unfaithful.
trading btamp act of the legislature of March 7 unconOf "the eniiiunt l.eipsic surgeon, Prof. Thiersch, the stitutional, hold the issuing of trading stamps Is within
story is related that one clay a man of his town called the constitutional rijiht of contract.
on him and asked his advice as to finding a specialist
Wad.sworth, Nev., once a lively railroad town of 4,""u
to operate on him. After a brief pause the professor
but now a collection of deserted shanties, is
population,
202 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE
go
Bergmaun
you
might
to
said: "If you want to travel
in Berlin, or If that is not tar enough, to Billroth in overrun hy thousands of wildcats, the descendants of
Vienna. Then if you call on any of these, ami ho asks 2oo or 300 abandoned house cats.
you where )ou are from and you say 'l.eipsic,' he will
Water, preservatives, ice and
A big gold stampede, in which are Included minister,
preservatives;
no
No waters
retort: "Oh. you blockhead, why didn't you go to
merchants, women and Chinese, Is on at Sitka. All are
oysters all together into a stale
Thiersch?' "
ensealed,
white,
a
in
iters
rushing to Chicagoff Island, near Cape Edwards, where
I
uut.-ldwooden tub.
ice
case;
auk-leHere is a notice the morning paper's second fiddle rich discoveries are said to have been made.
evidently overlooked: "As The Citizen more than a year
Wi28$,Bn,ii!3!,Et:.
itgo gave a full account of the meteor in Diablo Canyon Figure of Speech.
A crowd had collected by the edge of the water at
JOSEPH BARNKTT, Projx
Ariz., the Journal Sunday copied verbatim a communica
tion in Friday's Denver News, (without any credit given Crystal Heaeh, and a lady who had Just coinu upon the
SAMPLE AND
that paper) relating a fako story which had been Ci- sc. ne aslved a girl if any one was hurt.
CLUB ROOMS
IUflroai
120
"No," she replied, "it's Just a boy. Ho was drownded,
rculating through the Arizona paper fur the, last two
' l.ul U.ey have brought htm to."
werks."
i
i
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Adulteration

We

cents for

worth".

HOUSE

Special Prices
On the Following

Easy Payments

Installment Plan

$1-2-

Bought,

Household

or Exchanged

BORRADAILE & CO.

puD-llshe-

Avenue, - Albuquerque, New

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

ft

Time. Labor
and Money

Woman's Exchange

ill

e

shipped
the new
SEALSHIPT
SEALSHIPT
way, received daily
CARRIERS
;

Prices

Plain Figures $3Q and Up

,

Ma

Two-third-

PENINSULAR RANGE

O. A. MATSON & CO.

Fine Stationery

The New Way The Old Way
e.

The St. Elmo M
Wet

Arene

Ml2J
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CITY CAN'T AFFORD

NEW FIRE APPARATUS
i

Finance Committee of Council Reports it Has
No Funds.
GARBAGE

SYSTEM

IS

CREATED

other half. Py the contract with the
city, Mr. Riffles is required to make
his report within ninety days, allowing
for sickness or unavoidable delays.
Property owners on South Walter
street appealed to the council last
night to extend the mains on that
street from Iron avenue to Pell avenue. The petition was signed by almost all of the property owners In the
district affected and was referred to
the water committee for immediate
report.
O. N. Marron appeared
for the
Southwestern Brewery and Ice company to ask permission to lay pipes
across North First street to carry
heat and water from the company's
plant to Its new ofllce building about
to be erected at the corner of First
and Fruit avenue.
The permission
was granted.
The olllclal reports
for October
showed a balance in the city treasury
on the first of November of $11,847.
The city clerk reported licenses
to the amount of $2,332, and
the chief of police reported fines for
the month to the amonnt of $670.
Mayor McKee asked for a report
from the building committee relative
to the projected city hall, Dr. Harrison, chairman of the committee, reported that he had received a price
on the property on the corner of
road and Second street and that
he had been unable to get a reduction. Alderman Harrison recommended that the property be purchased.
After some discussion the committee
was instructed to make further Investigation and report at the next meeting of the council.

The proposed $10,000 increase In the
equipment of the Albuquerque fire department, which increase was to consist of the purchase of a Are engine,
hook and ladder truck, more hone and
horses and the employment of additional firemen to man the new equip-nieuhas probably fallen through.
This result is all due to the fact that
the finance committee of the city council reported to that body last night
that it could not see how the city
could afford at this time to make such
an expenditure, inasmuch as it has not
the money in the treasury. The report of the finance committee as presented by Chairman Ilfeld, and adopted ly the council, is as follows:
Report,
Prospective Financial Condition of
City at end of Fiscal Year, April,
laoti:
Warrants paid this year at end
of second quarter
...( .$21,338
Figuring next two quarters on
,
21,338
same bash
LAWYER CATRON PURCHASES
t,

$42,676

Total paid by
year

warrants

last

A

SHORT. SERVICES

Cash balance on hand at end of
fiscal year
...$

d

The above standing of the city's finances speaks for itself. Not only
has the city no funds to buy the proposed fire engine, but it demonstrates
clearly that the city is unable to pay
the additional cost of running an engine. .The only possible way to
chase a fire engine would be by public subscription of the citizens to pay
running expenses, the city furnishing
storage room and the present city fire
department to assist in running the
engine.
LOUIS ILFELD.
THOMAS ISHERWOOD.
Garbage Ordinance Passed.
At last the council has adopted some
plan for disposing of the garbage and
refuse of the city.
The ordinance
providing for a garbage system presented by Alderman Hanley at the
last regular meeting of the council
came up last night on its third read
ing and after some discussion was
passed by an unanimous vote. The ordinance has been approved by the
board of health and by all the physicians who have examined it and it is
expected to work satisfactorily.
The
ordinance provides for the appointment of a city scavenger by the mayor,
whose duty it will be to collect all
garbage, refuse, dead animals and filth
of all kinds and cart the same to a
spot to be purchased by the city,
where a kiln will be built for the
burning of this trash.
The ordinance further provides that
the city scavenger must furnish his
own teams and wagons and in the way
of compensation he is to receive a
dents
sum not exceeding twenty-fivfor each can of garbage or refuse removed. Certain prices are fixed for
the remmal of dead animals, based
upon the size of the animal and the
difticu.ty of removal. All WW beholders are required to keep covered metallic trash cans, one for garbage and
the other for ashes. The only expense
to the city will be the purchase of a
suitable dumping ground where the refuse will be burned.
Salary for City Engineer.
Alderman Hanley presented an ordinance providing for a city engineering department and the employment
of a city engineer at a fixed salary.
The ordinance was referred to the
finance committee for consideration.
It is very voluminous and remodels
the duties of the city engineering department, provides for markers and
monuments for establishing grades
and requiring more elaborate ami permanent records.
Another pet measure presented by
Mr. Hanley was one asking that the
council provide for a better system
of officially numbering the bouses in
the city. Acting upon Anietiuan
council
recommendation the
granted to K. M. Carroll the right to
number the houses In Albuquerque
anil to erect street signs. This woik
is to be done without expense to the
city and when completed wi.l do away
with the present unsatisfactory method of numbering houses.
Much Routine Business.
Several additional notice ordinances
calling for sidewalks In various parts
of the city were passed last night under suspension of the rules to take the
place of defective ordinances already
passed. On these latter the property
owners still have twenty days In
which to let contracts for their wa.ks
before the city proceeds to build for
them.
The sewer committee last night
asked and was granted authority to
order a carload of sewer pipe to meet
deinatiils of property owners.
Ou motion of Alderman Wilkerson,
the council approved and ordered
the mayor to sign the contracts of the
city and the Water Supply company
and Mr. A. C. Kittles, the expert wMio
is to examine the company's property
and pass on its value. Dy the. council
resolution ordering the examination
the city agrees to pay half of t tie expense and the water company the
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Albuquerque

Foundry and

Machine Works

Ropalr om Mining mnd Mill Maehlnary m paelalty
Foundry east aide of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N.

WE GRIND OUR OWN LENSES
For the reason that we can guarautee all glasses prescribed, by us

COUNTY NEEDS

Who is going to come to the rescue of Superintendent Stroup, and

help to teach the young Idea of Bernalillo county how to shoot? There
are several districts where no school
Is being held because of the Inability
of Superintendent Stroup to get teachers, and several of these districts are
very desirable positions, too, considering that the teachers do not necessarily know how to speak Spanish,
and because of their convenience to
the city.
The Carpenter school in Tijcras
canyon, near Whitcomb Springs, is
one of those, ultliough the salary is
small. The small salary proposition
seems to be the great difficulty In the
majority of the, rural districts,
and
it seems as
though It is up to the
county to raise the salary scale.
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Your Wife
The Babies
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To Our Patrons and Friends

GIRL

prove a lue to tbe
may
thieves that pilfered several rooms at
the Minneapolis house Sunday nis,'ht,
naa
uisewvereu.
uiue irt ui
the Minneapolis house says that she
saw a man with a long, pray, coat and
slouch hat standing hi front of the hotel between 5 and ti o'clock, the hour
during which the burglaries were
c mnnitted. Me was a stranger to her,
and the told her mother about him,
after the burglary had been discovered, lie stood directly in front of the
lintel n that lie could look through a
hall that runs the whole length of the
house, and at the same time see the
whole front of the hotel, and she m-- 1
need that he kept turning his head
from side to side, as if looking for;
c

m-e-

j

This man must have been a lookout
for the man or men who did the actual work, and doubtless the discovery
of his identity w ould lead to the ar-rest of the whole gang. No arrests
had been made at a late hour this af
ternoon.

Men's Automobile Overcoats, made of Fancy Cheviot and Plain Vicuna, extra heavy, Single Breasted, Fly Front, extra good lining,
priced at,

Optical Co.
Ocbbcr GOLD
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An Open Letter

FURNISHES CLUE
MAY LEAD TO CAPTURE
OF HOUSE THIEVES.
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The Colorado Telephone Co.
Room 18, N. T. Armljo Building,
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Men' Automobile Overcoats, made of Fancy Cheviot, Single Breasted,
Fly Front; cut very full and extra long, priced at,

Buildings.
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It. 9. MALL, Pro prim tor
Iron and Braes Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings,
Pulleys, Grade Bart, Babbit Metal; Column and Iron Front for

ing.
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OVERCOATS,
BLE BREASTED ULSTERS AND NEW
AUTOMOBILE
COATS, AT THE LOW PRICE OF
COATS,
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MYSTERY

Alex-man-

APPROPRIATION MADE FOR PUREQUIPMENT
CHASE OF MORE
FOR MUSIC DEPARTMENT, AND
MUCH ROUTINE BUSINESS WAS
TRANSACTED.
Last night at the Central school
building, the .1oard of education, ,jnet
in regular monthly session for the
transaction of routine tiuslness. The
board voted an appropriation for the
purchase of music and additional
equipment for the music department
of the city schools which will place
this department on a plane with the
other leading departments
in the
schools.
Superintendent J. E. Clark's report
for the month of October was present
ed and accepted. The report gar
some interesting figures as to the enrollment for the month Just passed,
showing that there was an average
daily attendance of 1.G30 pupils, the
largest for any corresponding month
In the history of the city schools. Although the schools are crowded no
especial Inconvenience Is being experienced and the work Is progressing
very satisfactorily under the supervision of the new superintendent.
Permission was granted the New
Mexico Educational
to
association
use the high school during its meeting here in December. The board also
approved the oratorical contest, to be
held as a feature of this meeting. The
board adjourned, after transacting
much minor routine business,
which
had accumulated since the last meetBERNALILLO

A

1

OVERCOATS
for Men and Boys

be Found, Can't be
Found.

clipping from the Wantage Recorder,
a paper published at Sussex, N. J., but
it Rfems nnw thai 4hn amitnn that
j wanted to be found, can not. be
found.
The story of her disappearance, as
told by a lady who says that she
Oh. Thou Eternal
One! whose knows all about the affair, and given
power called Into existence the soul to the Wantage Recorder, Is as fol-o- f
our departed friend and who has lows:
now called It to Thyself ami whom!
"Fifty years ago. Hester Ann
of us love to call Our Father, wg ander, daughter of James and Sarah
commit to Thy care and keeping, the Margerson Alexander, went away from
spirit which has left this corpse. May her home near New Mllford, N. Y. It
the flowers of immortality which hope was thought at the time that she had
and love have here caused to spring wandered off into the woods and died.
up in our hearts, blossom and make since no trace of her could be found.
fragrant our lives. May hatred", envy, She had a number of brothers and sisma, Ice and all evil be banished from ters, one brother, George W. Alexour lives and may we always act to- ander, now living at Rudetown, near
ward one another with mutual confi- Hamburg. She also had a sister who
dence and forbearance, as children of married Theodre Wood (who Mrs.
one loving Father.
Williams thinks is now deceased).
We ask Thy gracious benediction Mr. Wood was a son of Jonathan
upon the bereaved, and Thy help and Wood, of Vernon, and a brother to
guidance while we live, In the hope Halt Wood, who now lives In Wantage
and promise of a blessed immortality. township, near Woodbourne. James
Amen.
Paddlck, whom she mentions In her inquiries as to relatives, was married
After these beautiful words Under- to Nancy Utter, of Vernon, and Mary
taker Strong removed the Ud and a Paddick was his oldest daughter.
last look was taken at the face of the Nancy Utter was Mrs. Williams' stepdeparted husband, father, friend and father's sister. James Paddlck was an
pioneer. The casket was then borne uncle to Hester Ann Alexander's mothto the hearse, and'the cortege wended er, and used to be called "Jim Red
Its silent way to the depot where Head."
The Aunt Hester Lyon who gave
the casket with Its dead was placed on
passenger train for Mrs. Williams some of her Informathe north-bountion, was Margerson or Mergrson,
Denver.
There are several rumors In circula- and a sister to Hester Ann Alexantion as to the bequests in the will, of der's mother. The parents of Hester
the deceased. The Citizen has been Ann Alexander are dead, her mother
requested to state that the will was living at Hopewell, N. J., at tho time
InformaLy opened yesterday. In order of her demise some years ago.
Albuquerque, New Mexico, the place'
to follow out the Instructions of the
deceased as to the disposition of his from which the Inquiries came, Is a
The contents of the paper town of about 6,0ui) Inhabitants, and
remains.
will be made known officially on the Mrs. Williams has written to the lady
return to the city of Messrs. Fergus-so- giving her the full Information printand Dleckmann, accompanied by ed above. It Is another Instance of
the son, Arno Hunlng, who, it is now what newspaper publicity will do In
solving what would otherwise have
thought, will meet them In Denver.
The deceased had a brother, Henry probably always remained a mystery."
To the Lost Mrs. Smith,
Hunlng, residing at Santa Barbara,
Cal. He was notified of the death by "Mrs. Smith, Albuquerque, N. M.:
"Not long ago we observed your adwire yesterday afternoon.
vertisement In the paper, whereupon
Returns from New York city, Phila- Mrs. Isaac Williams gave the reporter
delphia and San Francisco elections the above facts. Now Mrs. Smith, if
will be received at the White Ele- you want to correspond with your relphant tonight by special wire. Ev- atives, please write to?
. f
erybody welcome.
"Mrs. Hester Lyon, Sussex, N. J., or
Mrs. Isaac Williams, Upionvilie, N. Y.,
who will explain everyfVng to you.
Nature Need But Little.
"This letter is written by P. E.
Nature need only a Little Early Riser
now and then to keep the bowels Kahn, a brother in law of Mrs. Wilclean, the liver active, and the system liams."
free from bile, headaches, constipaA CORRECTION.
tion, etc. The famous little pills
"Early Risers" are pleasant In effect
Laguna, N. M.. Nov. 6. Allow me
and perfection in action. They never to make a correction In my communigripe or sicken, but tone and strength- cation as it appeared In The Citizen
en the liver and kidneys. Sold by all of November 4: "An Important Indruggists.
spector who assured the old parents
that they must not send their children
Go to the White Elephant and get to any Bchool," should have read "that
the election returns tonight.
they need not, etc."

COLORApO MINE

MONTHLY

The Woman Who Wanted to

Here no longer dwell,
But In a city glorloMS
A great and distant city have bought
A mansion incorruptible.-Woulthey could have stayed with us.

h

SCHOOL

(Continued from page 1.)
to one gone before,
are beautifully expressed In Tennyson's "Descried House."
"Life and thought have gone away,
Side by side
Leaving door and windows wide:
Careless tenants they!
All within is dark as night;
In the window is no light;
And no murmur at the door;
So frequent on Its hinge before.

FIVS.

THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES
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ALEXANDER SMITH?

Who is Mrs. Hester Ann Alexander;
Smith that followed a man with aj
Close the door, the shutters close.
hand otgan and a monkey away from
Or thro' the windows we shad see.
her home in one of the eastern states
Til- nakedness and vacancy,
fifty years ago? Apparently she reOf the dark, deserted house.
Come away; no more of mirth
sides in A'buquorqiie, or has resitted
is here or merry making sound
here within the past few years, and
The house was buildcd of the earth,
that she has advertise! from this
And shall fall gain to ground
place for relatives whom she does not
even know.
These advertisements
Come away; for Life and Thought,
have brought results, according to a

A dispatch from Sllverton, Colo.,
says: The
Interest of Chas.
Thayler, of Santa Fe, N. M., and the
Interest of Geo. Bibbs, of
this city, In the Falrvlew Thunder
property, located near the Great Champion mine on Sultan Mountain, Just
above the town of Silverton, has been
sold to Thomas B. Catron, of Santa
Fe.
The amount of the purchase
price cannot at this time be ascertained, although it is understood to
have been a handsome figure. The
Excess expenditures over re925 properly is regarded to have teen
ceipts
one of the most promising on Sultan
Without any increase of reMountain, especially since the adjoinceipts, the excess of expendiing champion group has developed into
tures over receipts for this
year wouid be
$5,199 one of the biggest producers In San
Juan county.
Probable increase in amount
4,500
collected for licenses
Mr. Catron was here this morning
Probable increase In taxes colbetween trains, coming in from a prolected, not Including portion
fessional visit to Socorro and San Angoing to Library, Park and
City Hall Funds
1.600 tonio, and continuing north to Santa
Fe on the delayed No. 2. When shown
the aliove dispatch, he stated that the
Total prospective increase of
6,100 Sllverton papers are very slow in getreceipts available
ting onto news, for the Bibbs interest
Total prospective increase of
was purchased about ten years ago,
expenditures, including what
and the Thayler
Interest about six
would be deficit on last year's
5,199 years ago.
basis
one-sixt-

AT THE CASTLE

AG

The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.

WHO IS HESTER ANN

bute of respect

38,402

Excess expenditures paid by
4.274
warrants this year over last
'.. .$38,402
Warrants paid last year
Receipts last year, not including balances on hand at beginning of year, and after deducting amounts paid into
Park Funds, Library Funds
37,477
and City Hall Funds

EVENING CITIZEN.

We have entered Into a contract with Mr. George W.
Hickox, agreeing to sell to him our Jewelry Business, including stock, fixtures, and good wiil, January 1, I9mi.
One strong feature of our agreement with Mr. Hickox Is
that we promise to reduce our very larjje and complete
stock to the lowest possible point before that date and
with this end In view, we will begin, Saturday, November
4. a SPECIAL
CLOSING OUT SALE to continue until
He'ceniber 31, ut which time we positively retire from the
Jewelry Business, having arranged to go Into the manufacturing lumber business In British Columbia.
Our business In Albuquerque has Increased steadily
year by year, and grateful for this, we propose for the
next two months, to cut out the big end of our profits
and to give you such a genuine bargain sale of really
Fine, Hiyh Orade Hoods, as has never been offered in
our city.
We invite you to make your selections now and avoid
the rush of the December trade. We have ample vault-rooand will gladly lay asldo the goods you select, until
you are ready for them.
We have been in the Jewe lry Busine.-- s 20 years, and
have never yet advertised a fake sab'. In this sale we
will offer you rare bargains
in Diamonds and Fine
Watches. Every ba'e will be backed by my personal
guarantee. Mall orders solicited and sat
Ion assured.
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Company

Do yod realize that you can get
modern telephone service today for
what you are paying for inferior see
vlceT

The only long distance transmitter
and receivers; wall or desk sen; Ions
time contracts, ss you wish; lowest

rates.

Gold Ave.
OUR COAL YARD

ELKS' THEATRE
WEEK OF

NOVEMBER

6th

Ethel Tucker
Stock Co

chock full of coal that will gladden
your heart and warm your house when
it's cold. Fill your bins for next winter now, and avoid the rush.
Ib

LOOK!

American Block Coal, the "best Gallup
mined; CVrilllos Lump, the standard
heating coal. All sizes of hard coal.

Balcony

and Dress Circle

.

50c

Auto phone, 316. Bell phone,

Am

If you want to enjoy yourself, save

November

11

ioioci

....15c
.. .25c 0
35c

up your dimes and attcud the ited
Men's annual bull on Thursday night,

rHyi-iJ'j-

h

Many a Loaf of Bread

Special vaudeville features between
every act.
Parquet

v

Has been spoiled because the good housewife don't know how to make
good bread. Many a valuable prescription has been ruined because
the one coin pounding it didn't know how.
EVERY ONE compounding medicine in this store knows his business,
or he wouldn't be allowed to compound medicine here.
H. H. BRIOGS A CO- .Props. Alvarado Pharmacy.
First St. and Gold Ave.
Both Pboeee.

Dt'S-ert.-

0 Children

m

WOOD!
3 full load.
Factory Wood,
Green
Mill Wood, 12.25 full load.
Eureka White Lime.
HAHN'S COAL YAPD,
Auto. 'Phone, 416.
Colo. 'Phone, 45.

Tuesday "Camion."
Wednesday "Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde."
Thursday "Thelnia."
Kriday "Sapho."
Saturday
Matinee "Foxy Grand
pa."
Saturday Night "Across the

Boxes

NEW MEXICO'S
LEADING JEWELER

5Sk

Easy Terms

BORDERSf

115.

Ktsldeuce

phone No.

2VL

funorml Director mnd Errblmer

Black or White Hearse, 15.00.
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Auto

Commercial Clue Bullctta.
CITY UNDERTAKER.
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Statehood Committee.

JUDGE A. A. FREEMAN'S MASTERLY

coin-pose-

ADDRESS ON JOINT STATEHOOD
Clean and Convincing, It is a Master

The moving held at Albuquerque appointed a Statehood
d
Committee
of cltlrens residing In the several
counties of the Territory. Some difficult, was encountered In appointing the
committee, and that for the henson that
In most. If not In all. of the counties,
there are so ninny good men supporting
the good cause that many of them had
s
to be left out. Many of the most
statehood adherents were left off
of the committee because they constitute
a committee within themselves and are
devoting themselves In their own way
to the support of the good chiisc.
It Is the desire of this committee, of
wlihli the undersigned is chairman, that
each and ewry statehood adherent, In
this territory shall constitute himself a
poinmiliee of one; and. not only so, br.t
e
with he in. rubers of this general
Khali orirantzo committees in their
in the .varicounties, anil
ous precincts and districts of their counties, so that we may all work in harmony, hand in hand. In union there Is
strength and In harmony there Is success.
Let communications relating to the
of the league, be addressed to
Hon. V. H. t'hllders. Chairman K.xecu-tiv- e
Committee, or Hon. H. 8. Kodey,
Secretary, at A Ibuqtn rque. Any matter
designed for the chalrmnn of the (len-erCommittee will reach him at his address, Cnrlshad, New Mexico.
A. A. KHKKMAN.
Chairman ieneral Committee.
a.
Carlsbad, New Mexico, October 2,

EVENING

Research, Arguments and Style, and
Ail Should Read It.
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The plan of requiring the consent of all
the states to the admission of new stall s
was seriously considered. Mr. Huileilge,
for the Committee on Oetail. submitted
a plan for the L'lilon, the seventecnt h article of which provided for the admission of new states by the consent of
s
of the members of each house,
and provldisl. also, that these new states
should be admitted "on tile same terms
with the origjuul states."
Mr. Morris moved to strike out the latter feature, and the motion was carried
by the voles of New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Coiv cticut, New Jersey,
lelawaro,
North Carolina,
South Carolina, and Ccorgiii; Maryland
and Virginia voting against it.
As finally udopted, however, the third
section of the fourth article id the conprovides for the admission of
stitution
new states without any restriction us
power they may wield.
I have noted these motions and votes
In the convention, however, for the purpose of calling attention to the fact that
eastern j. alousv of western power is not
of recent origin.
Whether this Jealousy
Is well or ill founded is a question which
unfortunately for us, has not been submitted to our decision. The very treaty
by which we became a territory of the
I'nlted States recognized the plenary
power of congress in the premises by
providing not that the citizens of the
newly acquired territory might come Into the I'nion whenever they should desire, but that they should be admitted
w henever
it suited the congress of the
lulled usStates to admit them.
not, then: fellow citizens, be
misled to our hurt. Statehood is a de
sirable condition
The advantages To be
derived from it are too numerous to admit of discussion fa this paper; and,
therefore It Is. that at the very threshold
of this aut.ress 1 disclaim any intention
to discuss the general question.
It is enough to say that it will bring
to us that greatest of all boons,

into
e
n
two stolen. It is not my
to recite th hlwtory of tln.se efl
have
tiny
forts; it
enounh to fay that
been ahortive.
New Menico m a sinule territory; or,
Ji "part'
of
more properly HpeakitiKthe "nrriKitiHl" t' rritory. is further from
rliitrhooo today than it was u ijuarter of
a century hro.
It Ih iioHHihle that In tli. course of time,
by conllnii.il waiting and workinlg nnd
watching. New Mexico, within its present lioundarleH may come u Ktnte. It
is Just possllilc tliat within that time
Kusxiu may recover Its power In Manchuria, or the Southern states establish
a confederacy. n mortgage on
life; and no
No man has
people n mortgage on the future. What
us
none
can
tell.
tt has in store lor
We hclleve that joint statehood Is
that It is within our reach.
Bhall we accept or reject It?
If congress nhall. at its upparoaehing
session, pass u joint statehood hill, we
shall he called upon to make our choice.
Shal We accept or reject It?
If congress shall ut Its approaching
Session pass a joint statehood hill, we
shall he called upon to make our choice.
What shall that choice be?
It is concecded that a great many good
people of the territory prefer separate
statehood; It la equally certain that
equally as great a part of the good people prefer joint statehood, and It Is no
less true that a considerable number of
good people are opposed to statehood in
any form.
It is not the purpose of this address to
Indulge In any argument In favor of
of some kind, either single or
statehood
Joint. 1 am assuming that the reader
prefers a condition of statehood to that
of terrltoriallsm. and that the only question over which he Is halting Is as to the
kind.
If any man in the territory has made
up his mind to stand on the narrow platform of single statehood
or nothing,
then this address Is not Intended for
him, but for men of sufficient breadth
of understanding to appreciate tho fact
that we cannot all have our own way
In matters that concern others Just as
much as ourselves.
There are a great many advantages In
a large state; there are none In favor of
a small slate. A large state means
wealth at home, and Influence abroad; a
good government and light taxes.
A
Hinall slate means
governni nt by a
small clloue of small men. It means that
everything Is to he small except taxes
There Is not a large slate In the I'nion
that would agree to give up one county
of its territory. Texas, tne largest of
the states, was admitted Into the I'nion
with the privilege of dividing herself Into five states; thus allowing tier ten
Instead of two senators; and yet a man
who should In Texas advocate a division
of that state would lie hooted down.
One great state like New Mexico and
Arizona combined will have ten times as
much Influence in congress, and in the
country at large, as two states composed of New Mexico and Arizona seppur-pon-
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BISHOP KENDRICK IS PRESENTED
WITH HOOD BY THE VESTRY OF
EPISCOPAL CHURCH.

e

KEEP YOUR HORSE COMFORTABLE

J

Tho feature of tho occasion, at the
Cold Weather Meant
meeting of the vestry and Guild of
the Church of tho Holy Faith with
Horse Blankets and Lap Rooes
Ultthop Kemlrick "on Saturday evening, at the residence of Hon. L. Bradr"V-- i k.
1
v.1..?
ford Prince, In Santa Ke, was the
We have them In all kind ant
presentation to the bishop of t lie proprices.
per hood and cap of a doctor of divinSPECIAL
LOW
PRICES,
ity, hearing the colors of Marietta
NOW, as we bought a large quantity
college. Tho bishop graduated from
direct from the factory.
that institution In 1856, and the colThis is a village bootmaker, hU wife of makeun and color In different narts
lege conferred on him the degree of
nd her mother, in the doorway of of thp count rv. Th
KORBER & CO.
wnnil.11 Bprimn
D. D. in 1883, but. with characteristic
"fir tzua or ntii. i ne Headgear or and save, year In and year out, for Corner of First Street and Copper
modesty, he had never provided himne women is the common One all over this artielp nf wear and am no nmod
self with the Insignia of the degree.
'uVWMft
Avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.
When the guests had assembled on nunaiu, a targe nandKercniei. i ins is of it as women esewhere are nf
Saturday evening,' Governor Prince nearly always of silk, varying in form pretty bonnet.
arose and addressed Bishop Kemlrick
as follows:
Everyone with"My dear Bishop:
HANDS IN RUSSIA
in your wide Jurisdiction holds you
ln
eclnl honor for the simplicity
Genf ral Building Supplies
ana men oi ostentation in your me
and character, and we all know that
you are no lover of excess in ceremonials. But for years the custom has
IM"I
IMISSSI
J I' " ""'
Both Phones
Third and Marquette
been Increasing, until now It Is alristiu
most universal, that those who hold
high collegiate . degrees shall wear
Hut we are told that we ought not to the Insignia of their decorations on
surrender the name we bear. Why not ecclesiastical occasltfns, at tht'oponlng
CARRIAGE TRIMMING AND RE- - X
ft
What is there in the name "New Mex
ico mat is so very dear to s that we services of general conventions, the
cannot afford to surrender it
for laying of corner stones and consecra- ine suosianuai auvantago oi statehood?
nf rhiirch(.nnd whonovor 0. prO- it Is very true that some of our best1"0"
Harness, Sprlno Wagons Built to A
,
c
0
citlzens are
Mexicans, but it Cession forms part of a ceremonial,
is equally true that some of the best in academic affairs, at college comciiix. ns of the Atlantic states were Kng-lis- mencements and all occasions where
some of tin- best citizens of New
V
HORSESHOEING
educational institutions and Interests
York and the middle states were
the greater number of the best are promoted, the custom is now genQ
CARRIAGE
citizens of the lower Mississippi vplley eral that the absence of the doctor's
PAINTING
were French and yet we have no state
named "New Kngland," nor "New Ger- hood is more noticeable than its presmany," nor "New France."
ence.
1
it
ftimnr n mir UAnfilAUL ri n
doubt if congress can ever be In"Mindful of these facts and knowALDUU ttly DC Ainmanr
UJ.
Q Cor. First Street and TIJeras Road
duced to admit, under, the name of "New
0
.Mexico.'" a territory lying alongside of ing that, you have long held the detlie Republic of Mexico, ilut for the In- gree of doctor of divinity from Mariterminable confusion that arises from etta college, whose reputation
for
the Identity of names, and the Juxtaposition of the two commonwealths, 1, my- sound scholarship stands very high,
self .would not obolect to the name of some of your friends have thought
New Mexico. There are today, howevef. that it miiJht not be inappropriate or
T a.-mm
O.UICKEL
& BOTHE, Proprietors
"niiii
ninmir
i.n
over tne east,
an
or Intel II
arately.
gent citizens w:h! thousands
RUSSIAN
do not comprehend unacceptable for them to present to
WORKING
IN
WOMEN
THEIR
SLEEPING
QUARTERS.
The Opposition to Joint Statehood. the distinction between the Republic, of you the hood and cap properly ehow- In strike riots and disturbances, Russian women from the factories
While it may be admitted that here f(',x'vn.nfd .'hhef l;,'rrltory of N,i'w
'"g the colors of that col.ege. In or- - Join the mobs and wield weapons as handily
as do the men.
and there are to he found private'
indione
called
der to be perfectly correct, we corre- viduals who favor single statehoial, it Is old nnd the other new.
nevertheless a fact so notorious as to adOther territories have given up favorite sponded With President Perry, and I
FINE RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION. " Finest Whiskies, Imported
mit of no denial, that the principal op- -t names to become states. The Territory hold here his letter, in which, after NATIONAL CONSERVATORY
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
position comes from office holders under of, 1'ranklln surrendered the name of
aad Domestic Wine and Cognac. The coolest and highest grade of
colors are
, the present territorial administration. Jt that great philosopher to become the stating that the college
lager served. Finest and best llmported and Domestic Cigars.
TWENTY YEAHS OLD
H. E. NoT5769.
is not the purpose of this address to state of Tennessee, an Indian term sig- navy blue and white, and are registerImpeach tho motive of these gentlemen. nifying a spoon. Jt is true that many of ed with Cotrell & Leonard, he adds:
Department of the Interior, Land OfIf they think that by holding on to
the eastern states adopted names
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico, Ocpositions and keeping New Mexico their
of foreign rulers.
Virginia, 'I am very glad that the bishop is FOUNDED BY MRS. JEANETTE M.
ont
tober 31, 1905.
of the Union, they can give the people lleorgia, the Carolines, and Louisiana, to have a suitable hood, and wish 1 . THURBER, ON OCTOBER 28, 1885,
a. onier government
Notice is hereby given that the foltnan the people belong to this class. Some of them, as could see him wear It.'
IN NEW YORK.
T.
themselves can administer as
a state, New York. New Hamnshlre. nnd New
lowing named settler has filed notice
"While the smallness of the gift
then no doubt they are riirht in iheir Jersey, were named for Kmrlish nrnv.
V C AND
A
I
T
N
LUMBER
Cardinal Gibbons has written an au- - f his Intention to make final proof
opposition.
lnces. Pennsylvania was named in honor did not permit many actually to par
Again, if tne people of this territory of W llllam Penn. Borne of the states ticipate in procuring it, yet In making tograph letter to Mrs. Jeanette M. In support of his claim, and that said
PAINT
Always
BUrLDINO
PAPER
i'HERM
relieve that the present territorial ad preserved beautiful Indiun terms, as in this presentation I feel that I can Thurber, congratulating her on the proof will be made before the
more, looks best, wears
Covers
ministration, with its multiplication of the case of Alabama; and others the
stock.
Lime,
Plaster,
Cement,
of the twentieth year or hate clerk at Albuquerque, New Mex-thlongest, most economical, full
officers. Increasing taxation, and gen- name of Indian tribes, as Dakota; but truthfully say that it carries with it
eral sMliatlon, ought to
National Conservatory of Music of lco. on December 5, 1905, viz.,
in none of the states retained the name of the esteem, the affection and the love
Paint, Glass, Sash Doors, etc.
measure.
power for a third or fourthcontinue
country
septhe
from which they were
term;
which was founded by lier trude Heco, widow of Francisco Heco,
'
the territorial condition ought to tie that
arated, or from which they were de- of all your people."
conALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.
The bishop made a very touching on October 28, 1885, and chartered In deceased, of Valencia county, for the
tinued for the benefit of the territorial rived.
officers, then they ought to oppose Joint
SE4, NWy, SEVi, SW4 NE4,
if we wish to perpetuate the memory
appropriate response, in which he 1891 by special act of the congress of
statehood, for opposition to joint state- of the highest exponent of western civ- and
said that be would principally prize the United' States. "May it grow In rangesection 28, township 12 north,
hood means opposition to any kind of ilization, the man who was at once mon7 west.
statehood.
arch, hero, and statesman, we might as the gift as the expression of the good strength as it grows in. years," are
He names the following witnesses
his concluding words.
well christen the new state "MonteIt is a part of the history of New
will of the people.
teo, that in 1S63. it was divided asMex.
although he never set foot in
Inasmuch as some of the leading to prove his continuous residence
the zuma," now
The hood is a beautiful piece of
result of a combination of outside carNew Mexico.
what is
Cotrell & foreign music schools, those of I.elpsic "l'n and cultivation of said land,o
petbag office seekers, who were desirHut let us not sacrifice the substance workmanship, made by
John W. Abbott, Prop.
ous of positions in the territory, and to the shadow. I't us not forget that Leonard, who are the authorities on and lierlin, for Instance, are only six- - viz., Juan Bautlste Kowemisneh,
7 . VANN. O. D.
hence the territory of Arizona was cre- no grander work has ever been alloled all such matters.
fifty-fiv- e
- odoro Powto, Jose
years
reS.
and
old
and
The ecclesiastic
ated.
to man than the creation of a state; nor
twenty years is quite a finte Alonza, all of Laguna, New
Only thm Beat
Eyesight Specialist.
We are confronted, therefore, with this should we forget that we are working color is scarlet, Just as the doctors of
age for a conservatory of '"o.
President of New Mexico Board of
condition of facta: A combination of of- not so much for ourselves as for our law wear purple, those of medicine
MANUEL, R. OTERO,
fice seekers
was who divided New posterity.
Optometry.
music In the new world. Probably the
Butter Meats, and Eggs
' Mexico; and itit Is a
Header, let me ask you one or two green, and those of , philosophy, blue
combination of office
Register,
First established optician In New
holders who now seek to keep up the di- questions, and let your answer be an in- In this case the scarlet border is of most important Incident In the history;
0
Mexico. Glasses fitted for poor sight,
the:
vision.
dex to the course you are to pursue.
rich velvet, and in the lining, which of the National Conservatory was Mrs.1
109 North Second St.
Fellow citizens, If you desire to throw
Do you expect this to be the home of
Call at 110 West Gold avenue for headache and nervous strain.
engagement liy Its president,
off the tyranny that now enthralls voir. your children? Are you a good citizen shows the college colors, blue and Thurber, of the eminent composer, embroidery materials of all kinds.
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Room
block.
If you would sunder the bands that now and taxpayer, with no other end In view white, they are arranged in chevron
pointments
made at Vann's drug
inu you; it you would declare vour In- than to leave to your children the herit- form, which is very effective. The cap Dr. Dovorak, as director of the Insti- - Orders taken for hand made Christ-tutlodependence of the small oligarchy that age of a good state, and a small
store.
comIt was during his three years' mas gifts. Stamping done.
M. DRAGOIE
now oppresses you; If you would become petence, which shall be beyond the ra- lias a guld tassel, to which all holding occupancy of
that position that he
In fact what you ought to be free
pacity of a horde of of ice holders and the degree of doctor are entitled
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the east

not been scored on this sea

Mrs. Russell Sage says Idleness is

a curse to this country. Unfortunate
time to make such a statement, when
Russell hasn't been working for a
yea r.
A Good Sized Home.
Dr. J. V. Iewton and family left

Monday morning for Mississippi where
they will make their future home.
Carrollton to.) Republican.
Pleased by a
Edward Strain, of
flying
visit to
made a
while here, called at
Follow
renewed.
his

Strain.
Greenville, O.,
this place, and
our office and
example.

Hell-boro- k

(O.) Moon.

Icie's Not So Chilly.
Miss Icie Keliey was all smiles
Sunday. Wonder who she si w. Se- tfuachee (Tenn.) New.
"Are you acquainted with Mrs.

Kil

ler?"

"Oh, yes, I'm well acquainted with
her. "
"How well?"
- "So well acquainted
that she's often
asked me to stop for lunch when I've
called at her house on washday.
Hall Caine says it s harder for a
rich man than a poor man to be good
It certainly Is in this country. The
poor folk are always causing the rich
to lose their tempers.
Possibly you've noticed that .1. Pier- pont Morgan, Jr., and Geo. W. Perkins were talking to the Russian mlnInter of finance when It was announced
that the country was to be turned over
to the people. Nothing like getting
an early start.
"I left the hotel in Chicago one
evening for a stroll around the block
to get a breath of fresh air and was
robbed of $200."
"Well, I don t see what kick you
have coming. You got your breath of
air all right."
"Hut I didn't go after a high wind.'
A woman in Bellefontaine, O., was
Where's Rube
killed by hot pitch.

Waddell?

"Senator Grabber voted for that bill
that we have been fighting so hard,"
reported the lobbyist.
"He did?" thundered the trust law
yer. "He promised me he would vote

against

It.

v

"I know It. I told him he was be
traying his trust."
Time, 10 years hence.
Scene, any old bank.

President: Mr. Goodly, the board
of directors had about decided to promote you to cashier, but in looking
up your record further we find you are
a Sunday chool superintendent, and
we cannot promote you.
Time, the tame.
Scene, Sunday school.
Mr. Niceman, I have a
Pastor:
painful duty to perform. The board
feels that you should resign either as
cashier of the bank or as guperin
tendent of the Sunday school.

JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS

son.
In Wall street John 11. Rockefeller's eight-houday, or at the rate of
Harney Drey fuss Is out with a gen wealth Is estimated at fully Jh'mi.ooo,-00O- ; $3.3:is.54 every hour In the 24.
lust think of getting $."5.fi;! every
tle roast of Cincinnati scorers to the
his income at $25,000,000 a year.
minute?
effect that they padded Cy Seymour's
This Income js nearly equal to the
The average respiration for an adult
batting records to enable him to lead
the league and nose out In the finish entire income of the crowned" uais is is per minute. Therefore, every
time John breathes he Is $3.0! better
over Hon us Wagner. Indignant de- of Europe.
It means that he collects a million-dolla- r otf.
nials and pyrotechnics from the said
The Rockefeller Income is equal to
dividend a littie oftener than
scribes now fill the air.
a tax of 33
a month.
cents per annum on
Beautiful story of the wedding of twice he
As
rides to church in his onto every man, woman and child In the
William J. llarbeau. third baseman of
the cheerful t'nite.l States.
Columbus. "One day he chased a foul he Is able lo rellect upon
If the Standard Oil magnate were
has grown $!'.-75ball into the bleachers. Found it nest fact that his fortune
to pi;t his lortune into $1 bills, he
since the previous Sunday.
ling in the lap of lovely maiden who
eiiiilil carpet rever and one half acres
Rockefeller's d.tily Income is $S
had been unable to get seat in the
f,.ei deep" wi.li tnem.
How c.ui anyone spend aealnst
grand stand. Maiden blushed. 'Sense
Think of walking bitofs a field and
me, leddy.' Parbeau said, as he poked that? This is at the rate of $lo.m:
kicking up money like that.
gloved
his
hand downward arfd every working hour If he observes the
fumbled for the ball. 'Oh, don't mention it,' the fair one replied. Player's
heal in a whirl. Struck out next time
up. Maiden fair applauded.
Third
baseman thought she was kidding. Decided to get even. Married her. Ijovely,
Isn't It?"
The Iowa woman who has secured
One more horseman and plunger has
passed from the scene of action. Word a divorce on the ground that her huscomes from the east that Arthur band refused to laugh at her jokes
Featherstone is broke. Featherstone has established an important prinwon and lost fabulous sums on fne ciple.
turf. He was a lavish entertainer.
The right to joke Is one of the inHe was known to wager as high as
rights infer
$40,000 on the chances of his horse herent and Inalienable
winning a race. He paid his trainer ential embraced In the declaration of
$10,000 a year, and a Jockey a like independence. It is a right that cannot be denied, unfortunately, even to
sum.
E. C. Hungerford, a wealthy com The feeble minded.
And the sacred right to Joke carries
mission merchant of New York, started to the Jamaica track the other day with It the right to raise a laugh. A
with the avowed intention of putting joke that falls upon unappreetatlve
$50,000 on Yorkshire Lad, which went ears and cruelly rebounds from cold,
to the post at 16 to 5. His wife had hard fares is the saddcFt, flattest failhim intercepted, and an inquiry start- ures In all the world.
Yorkshire I.ad
The Iowa woman was of a mirthful
ed as to Tiis sanity.
disposition, and made Jokes on all
won the race handily.
"oung" Corbett gave another dem possible occasions. But when she proonstration last Tuesday night at Chel duced a neat conundrum or cracked a
sea, Mass., that he has parsed beyond Joke at the dinner table, her husband court. A Joke Is always new until It
has been heard and is new again
the range of possibilities s a rejuv- gave her a cold .unappreclative stare. every
Goodman After submitting to this humiliating way, time it Is newly applied. Any"Kid
enated champion.
the
snil of a. jest is the
twice forced him to take the count. treatment for years, ami seeing her
and Goodman ranks among the second best Jokes utterly sacrificed, she ap- Fenlal, mirthful spirit tin. prompts it
pealed to the court for separation, and
The Iowa decision has left a husand third raters of the ring.
band no choice. Whatever a wife sees
The. proposition to Bhorten the got' it.
This Incident holds out a lesson for tit to consider a Joke must be met by
base ball season Is gaining favor, and
it now looks as though the regular all husbands whose wives are of t him with a laugh. Even though she
thinks it Is a Joke that the breakfast
schedule may be cut a month or six humorous disposition.
All philosophers teach the benefits biscuits are as hard as bricks he must
weeks. The newest plan contemplates
that each club of one league shall play of humor in the home. All physicians at least smile, or be responsible for
a series of four games with each of agree upon the value of the laugh as the domestic troubles that must folthe other league, and then the pen- an aid to digestion. There can be no low.
And flow that the husband must
nant winners will play sixty games for question about the merits of a genial
disposition at all times. The courts laugh at the. wife's Jokes or be dithe championship.
Terry McGovern s manager declines can do no better service to humanity vorced it is a short step in the law
to match the "Terrible Terry" against than by conserving the dignity and to the point where anybody must
laugh at anybody's jokes or be subJimmy Britt, holding off for a meet rights to the Joke.
ing with Battling Nelson. There is no Humor is incapable of analysis in ject to suit for damages.
particular reason to suppose that Nel
son will take on Terry for some time
to come, and a fight between McGovern and Britt would greatly stimulate
Interest in a meeting between the winner of such a match with Nelson. If
jsmmee jxmms plr(Xd
Terry really has come back there is no
excuse for hlg refusal to meet Britt.
J THINK. eflSJBiC 7
As a matter of fact, it has yet to be
demonstrated that Terry Is in his
old time form. In his fight with
Tommy Murphy less than three minutes' actual fighting took place. Murphy is only a third rater, and did not
to
administer sufficient punishment
demonstrate whether Terry can still
stand the gaff in a give and take battle stieh as he would go against In a
meeting with Nelson.
Terre Haute lost $1,500 on the season In the Central Base Ball League,
but will stay by It another year In
hopes of landing a winner.
Dr. D. M. Shlvely of Kansas City
will probably succeed "Tip" O'Neill as
president of the Western League. Dr.
Shively was formerly sporting editor
of a Kansas City newspaper.
"Philadelphia Jack" O'Brien has signified his willingness to meet Bob
Fitzsimmons, and as Fitz has said he
would fight anything or anybody that
walks on two legs, the chances for
them getting together are good. The
fight will probably be pulled off In
California,

A BATCH OF SMALL PARAGRAPHS
FROM A LIVE RESORT.

JOE

W. Railroad Avenue.

J

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

RIO&EER BAKERY

BALLING, Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
WEDDING
CAKES A SPECIALTY
We desire patronage and we guar
antee first class baking.
Albuquerque.
207 S. First Street.
SIMON

CXTXXXXXXXXXXXT

California

$25

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
'

FOUND AT LAST

Woolens laundered without shrinking. We have added to our !'
ready well equipped laundery a machine wtth which we can handle
woolens without shrinking. When we are through with them they
are just like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring them to us
and we will straighten them out for you.

$25

Second Class Colonist Raws

Sept.

1

5 to Oct. 31

HOISTING
HAS BEEN

Established In 1882

1621-163-

Groceries
Free Delivery.

.

Wholesale and Retail
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL
J. B. MaeMANUS, Mgr.
602 South First Street Both Phones

R IS T O

V TT IS

OR API

up. Teeth extracted without pain,
SOc AH guaranteed.

0OsCs000sOs

MELINI & EAKIN,

Wholesale

ihior

and

Oar

Dealers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. P. C. Whiskies. Moet A
Cbandon White Seal Champagne, St, Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlltx Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributor
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue aad
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South First
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexloo.

B. F. COPP, D. D. S.
N. T. Armljo Building.

The Williams Dftig Co.

Fuehr Undertaking Company

Successors to Edwards ft Fuehr
' 307 West Railroad Anemia.
'Phones.

Dai

O. B. WILLIAMS and F. W. SCHMALMAACK,

or Night

Hats cleaned and blocked In any style.
Clothing steam cleaned, and pressed.
corner or intra street and uoid ave
nue, In the car.
Disastrous Calamity.
It Is a disastrous calamity, when
you lose your health, because lnd!
gestlon and constipation have sapped
it away. Prompt relief can be had In
They
Dr. King's New Life Pills.
build up your digestive organs, and
cure headache, dizziness, colic, con'
stipatlon, etc. Guaranteed by all drug
gists; 25c,

Proprietora.

Prescriptions Always
Compounded by a
Member of the Firm

The Albaqoerqoe Hatters
and Steam Cleaners
I

Os0OS0

0C

REDUCED PRICES

Special correspondence:
Jemez Hot Springs, Nov. 6. There
has been several Albuquerque parties
here hunting this season, and they all
got plenty of deer and turkey. The
mountains are full of game this season. One of our ranchers was hunting his cows, yesterday, and run Into
three bears in a ciurap of bushes. He
says he got so close to them that he
DEALERS ANNOUNCE THAT SHOE PRICES WILL ADVANCE 25
could feel their breath. He made his
PEIl
CENT, OWING TO AN INCREASE IN THE COST OF LEATHER.
exit at a Dan Patch pace.
News Item.
Some of our ranchers are cutting
their last crop of. alfalfa. Most all of
REPAIR SHOP.
'"Doan's Ointment cured me of ecImpure blood runs you down makes
the apples and peaches are gathered.
repaired
Stoves
and set up; furnl zema that had annoyed me a long you an easy victim for organic disvery
There crop was a fine one and
ture set up and crated for shipment. time. The cure was permanent."
eases. Burdock's niood Bitters purifew wormy specimens.
drug store.
Hon. S. V. Matthews, commissioner fies the Wood cures the cause
The bath houses are doing a fair Rear of Walton's H,
L.
SHOEMAKER.
labor statistics, Augusta, Me.
builds you up.
business for this season of the year.
Block's stage still continues to run
three times a week between here and
Albuquerque.
BEXSBs
This is the prettiest season of the
be
year here. The days could not
nicer if they were made to order.
Our public school opens Hp .Monday,
Miss Lunlla I'erea, teacher.
The Mlsion school has almost a
Miss Patterfull house of scholars.
son conducts ft in good style. She is
a most excellent teacher.
Our storekeeper received this week
eleven wagon loads of freight. He ha
now one of the best stocks of goods
in the mountains.

IN

I can save you money on Diamonds. When you
buy diamonds from me you trade with a reliable
house; that means you buy diamonds right.
When you buy diamonds right you have a safe
investment, that's as good as government bonds. Diamonds increase
in value every year, and they bring pleasure, win hearts and Increase
your prestige. You are cordially invited to call and Inspect my
beautiful line of gems at prices jewelers cannot buy at wholesale
wbat I offer at retail.
The Man You Can Trus
ROSENFIELO, The Pawnbroker.
'
1189 Railroad avenue, next door to the St Elmo, Albuquerque, N. M.
Railroad Tickets bought and sold transactions guaranteed.

On Dental Work.
Plates, 18.00;
Gold Crowns, $6.0(1; Fillings, $1.00

Beth

1

Unredeemed Diamonds

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, bay,
Grain and FueL
Fine line of, Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your rders for
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD STREET.

Man's Unselfishness
Is often as great as woman's. But
Thos. S. Austin, Mgr. of the "Repub
lican," of Leavenworth, Ind., was not
unreasonable, when he refused to
allow the doctors to operate on his
wife, for female trouble.
"Instead
he says, "we concluded to try Electric
Bitters. My 'wife was then so sick,
she could hardly leave her bed, and
five (5) physicians had failed to relieve her. After taking Electric Bitters, she was perfectly cured, and can
now perform all Jier household duties." Guaranteed by all druggists,
Pfice 60c.

n

COLORADO

WEL Tj

PTjSTTS

0C0

INSURANCE.

'

DENVER,

Under Savoy Hotel, opposite Passenger Hotel.
C. E. SUNTAGG, Proprietor.

Secretary Mutual Building Associa
tion. Office at J. C Baldrldge's Lum
ber yard.

ThB

Spe-

SEASON.

A. E. WALKER,
riRE

17,

want.

Bolthoff Mfg. and Supply Co.

Seventeenth Street.

9

v.

GASOLINE.

REGULAR MEALS, 25 CENTS.
Service a la carte, Day and Nighty Private dining rooms.
OYSTERS RECEIVED DAILY. FISH, LOBSTERS AND GAME

HAY. GRAIN AND FEED

Room

&

f

Santa Fe Restaurant

CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO

A,

FOR THIRTY, YEARS

OtO0XD0CCC000

Best on

i!4 8outh Second Street.

TOTI

Hendrie

The

Staple and Fancy

Solicited.

SPECIALTY

STEAM, ELECTRIC, COMPRESSED AIR, GAS OR
Write us your condition and we can supply your
cial Hoist
Catalogue on application.
-

Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Jas. Heekln & Co.'s Coffees, Im
boden's Granite Flour.
'

Order

OUR

MACHINERY
.

& CO.

HUlsboro Creamery Butter
Earth.

of

iO
MM

txixxxrimrxxxixmiixiix

F. G. PRATT

w agons
tea
p. o.
BACK

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO

Stopovers allowed In California. For particulars, call
on any agent.
H. S. LUTZ.
Agent
J. J. BYRNE,
G. P. A, Los Angeles, Cal.

BEEFING HIM!

H3H

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

RICHARDS-CIG- ARS

113

rl

EPO

Wholesale Grocers

Cigar.

Lily

Smoke the White

TOE WIFE'S

COMIS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Kinds of Fresh and Salt Meats.
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIS KLEINWORT,
Masonic Building, North Third Street.

0

New York man has been robbed
forty times In the last thirty years.
Probably taken for a stranger.
A

SEVEN.

All

--

Word from Josh Wiie.

that has

Meat Market

JOHN
A

A

PAGE

THIRD STREET

SPORTING...
...BREVITIES

ANYTHING

EVENING CITIZEN

117 WEST

A

RAILROAD

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

AVENUE,

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE CITIZEN IF

YOU WANT THE

M.
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o
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The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

COL. W. C. GREEN
GIVES FIRST PRIZE
A
DONATES
MAGNATE
PURSE FOR DRILLING CONTEST
AT THE MINING CONGRESS.

MINING

Col. W. V.
Kl Paso, Tex., Nov. 7.
Greene of New York and Kl Paso, the
noted copper miner anil millionaire,
has wired a draft for $ l.OoO for first
prize in the rock drilling contest to
lie held In this city during the meeting of the American Mining congress
November 14th to IStl).
The committee in charge of the
contest has reduced the entrance fee
from $"i" to $:lo, and with the first
prize increased from $800 to ll.umi. it
is expected that the list of entries
will be large.
Already entries have been made
Tombstone
Mexico:
from Cananta.
and Hisbee. Arizona; Touopah and
Cripple Creek.
(iiildiiild!-- , Nevada:
Colorado, and several places in

The best drillers in the country will
contest for the prize, and attempt to
make new records, i ne worlds record was established here two years
ago and has nevtr been broken.
s, when in the courts
atP..n ih
k-l-

Located on the Belen

of The Atchison, Topeka

Cut-o- ff

Santa

&

F"e

Railway

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system leading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

The Belen Town aod Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
Of 1,000 business and resid- nee lots, size 5x112 feet, laid out with broad
and
ing $16,000; churches, Commercial club; a population of 1,500 inhabitants; largest
restaurants, etc. Belen Is the largest shipping point for wool, flour, wheat, wine,
11

ALL

FAST LIMITED

EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL CO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH

The lots offered are in the center of tho city, well graded, (many of them improved by cultivation); no sand or gravel.
modern hotel.
coal and wood yard, drug store, harness bliop, etc., etc. Also a
first-clas-

We need a

first-clas-

s

TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST. NORTH

bakery, tailor shop,

sTioe

r
A JOHN BECKER, President
mm

m

u

mm

AND SOUTH.

house, jeweler, plumbing shop, planing mill,

s

DEEDS.

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

mi

id

streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old shade trees; public school house, costmercantile establishments in New Mexico; the Helen Patent Roller mill, capacity, 150 barrels daily; large winery; three hotels,
leans and hay in Central New Mexico. Its Importance as a great commercial railroad city in the mar future cannot be estimated.
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ALHUOUEKOUE KVKN1NG CITIZEN!

rAGE EIGHT.

years and at n. time was engnged
In the furniture business here, being
a Junior partner In 'he firm of E. Hel
II' father lias been
wig ft compan
week and will
In the city tl
Philadelphia for
take the ren
burial.
Harney Lolm..' n, mi el l imer of this
city, is here tr mi I. s Anpcles, and
comes as a i'. s in lie Washington
mine case, .Mr. I.iili'ii.ui has been a
resident of l. - Angeles for the past
accumulated
elfcht years, am! mis
quite a nice I, ink .iceniint by dabbling
In real estate in tbe city of Angeles.
Mr. LohniMi wu'.
here a lew
lays.
Mrs. J. M. I mil lias great faith In
the North 'llr. ad way section of the
Highlands.' .l.e Iims just erected a
building, the tipper
li
story containing fifteen large living
rooms and two rooms for mercantile
purposes on :le ground floor. The
general contiae or ami builder was
John Hart, ami the building cost over
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WEATHER INDICATIONS.

WEST RAILROAD AVE.

Cold-Wcatilh-

Max Cnssaroff. the cigar manufac-

er

SEmoes

turer,

for

If

s

Woinaeim

They are heavy enough to keep your

feet warm and dry, without

be-J-

n

stiff and clumsy. They look dressy, wear splendidly and feel easy.
you want something extra swell, buy any of these styles:
$4.00
Patent Kid Button, swing toe, extension sole
$3.50
Kid Button or Lace, extension sole
Kid Lace, turn sole, Cuban or French heel.. $3.50

Patent
Patent

If you object to shiny
will please you.

N

leather the following grades

Sorosis Shoe, Vicl Kid or Box Calf
Utz & Dunn's or Reed's Vicl Kid Shoes
Brown's Vicl Kid Shoes

$3.50
$2.50 to $3.50
$2.25 to $2.75

coooooooooooo

H3E3LLI

A FALL

IN CANNED

GOODS.

Especially as to prices la certain to
please you. With the Incoming tide
of fresh vegetables and fruits, ve
must get rid of our canned stock Ann
as It Is and our reduced prices will
make them move In a hurry. Mark
you: they're Just as good and sweet
as the day they were "put op," but
out they must go, to your great benefit. Hurry up If you want any.

niii

r. TROTTER
ooooooooooooo
F.

Nog. 118 and 120, South Second St.

1

The Triumph of the Piano Maker f
There are undoubtedly

good qualities In every standard

plana,

liut

THE GENUINE CHICKERING
The triumphant result of over 80 years of endeavor, Is admitted to be
the standard of superiority for every good quality that any piano
could possess.

V
31

)

THE WIIITSOX MUSIC CO.
114 SOUTH
SECOND

Lumber,
i

3TREET.

Sasi;aDors'

Cement and Rex Flintkote
Roofing. Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
...
ALBUQUERQUE

First and Marquette,

LUMBER
-

CO.

Albuquerque, N. M.

Something Always to be Kept
and Prized

,

Is a picture In one of our appropriate frames and now la
the time to have your framing dona for the holiday
season.
We carry the largest line of moulding In the city, and
with our workmanship, make a combination that can't
be beat. The new patterns Juat received.
Our representative will call on you with a line of samples
if you will only say the word. Drop us a card or phone

Is

transacting business

In

Ke today.

Santa

Attorney James O. Kltch, of
Is In the city, accompanied by
his daughter.
H. J. Whiteside, representing
the
I. as Dos Nocioncs Cigar company, la
in the city visiting local customers.
Otto L. Klcc, proprietor of the Globe
store, is confined to his home at 812
South Kdith street with rheumatism.
.Mrs. J. S. lilnck, of 319 West Coal
avenue, returned last night from an
extended visit to friends In Trinidad.
L. W. Galles, representing the Indiana State Life Insurance company,
was transacting business In Las Vegas today.
Ben Bibo, the general merchant of
Grants, returned home last night, after transacting business In the metropolis for several days.
Darby A. Day, New Mexico manager for the Mutual Life Insurance
company, of New York, left last night
for a business trip to Raton.
Mrs. Oroste Ilacheehl and children,
and Mrs. Mary Scottie, will arrive tonight from their protracted visit to
relatives and friends in Italy.
Attorney T. B. Catron, of Sanla Ke.
passed through the city this morning
en route from a business trip to So- corro.
Mrs. C. A. Radel, of Moston, Wis.,
Is spending a few days in Albuquerque, and Is a guest at the home of;
Mrs. Jay A. Hubbs, of South Third

Newcomer's Book Store

DIAMONDS
JEWELRY,

SILVERWARE,

MU orders reoelva special attention.
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coats; very stylish;
long cuts; full backs;
worth $12; 12 to 16
years, for,

Young Men's Suits, in
Casslmeres aad Worsteds, $10, $12 and

to $30

PR0JECTj

Til

REQUISITE

110,000
ACRES OF
HAS BEEN PLEDGED BY
MESILLA VALLEY FARMERS.
LAND

f

75c

STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING
Call and Examine the Beautiful Goods
Displayed in Our Sample Rooms -

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE

OFv ALBUQUERQUE

Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings, Hose,

Daniel Stang Is In the city, representing the Pacific Monthly, an Illustrated magazine published simultaneously In Los Angeles, San Francisco
and Portland. The gentlemarT'catled
at The Citizen office this afternoon,
and stated that the March number,
l'JOG, will contain a general write-uof Albuquerque and Immediate, vicinity, with, appropriate Illustrations,
and that the author will be Hon. Elmer White,
from Ohio. Mr.
Stang will canvas the city for subscriptions while here.

Belting,' Packing, Engines, Boilers, Steam Pumps,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch Supplies. Write for Prices
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Cut
Flowers
Etc-IVE- S,

begs to announce to his friends
and patrons, tHat His
FALL STOCK IS ARRIVING DAILY
and tHat for tHe next few days

new and tasty designs in
Jewelry and Silverware and Handsome Holiday goods will be added
to stocR. You are cordially
invited to call whether
you purchase or not.
ALBUQUERQUE, N.
South Second Street.
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Now is the Time
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To get your Stove Woik done before the rusn. Quick Meal, John
Van & Pacific Ranges; Radiant Home and Perfection Home Base
Burners; Mountain Oak and G eat Western Heaters. The most complete line In the city,
AT LOWEST PRICES.
QUICK
QUICK
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We Have a Special Scissor
and Shear
stroke.
For everybody who wants to make a olean-cu- t
i
different sizes and styles to select from. Try a W1as

We carry many

MEAL RANGES.

MEAL

QUICK MEAL.
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WHITNEY COMPANY

The Eagles will have an Important
meeting at 8 o'clock. A full attendance Is desired.
There will be a meeting of the
The only Short Order Lunch A
Daughters of the King tonight In the
Room in thedtv. Fine Coifce
vestry of Bt. John'a church, at 7:30
.speedy. 2I6 S. Second
o'clock.
Regular review of Alamo Hive Nov
1, L. O. T. M., at Odd fellows' hall,
tats afternoon at 2:30 o'clock, sharp.
The vestry of St. John's church will
meet at 7:30 this evening In the
guild hall. The Daughters of the King
will meet at the same time In the
veatry rooms of the church.
Special communication of Temple
lodge No. 6, A. F. & A. M., this evenSpecialty this week it
ing at 7:30 o'clock, sharp. Work In
Also
Chrysanthemums.
'
the M. M. degree. By order of the W.
Roses,
M. J. C. Ferger, secretary.
fLom,fT
A meeting of Albuquerque No. So6,
I. O. B. B.. will be held this evening
3J9 V. Santa Fe Ave.
at 8 o'clock. All members are reAut. Phone J 18
quested to attend. By order of t'ne
president. Samuel Neustadt, secretary.
"Drip, drip, drip, oil ererywUere"
A fine place to while away the
hours at the pool hall. No. 115 West better cook with safe gaa.
Railroad avenue.
Subscribe for The Evening Cltlien.
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Dr. Nathan Boyd, father of the Elephant Butte dam Irrigation project,
passed through the city this morning
en route from his home at Las Cruces
to Las Vegas. Dr. Boyd says that the
proposition is now up to the government. The requisite area of land
asked by the government as a guaran
tee for the building of the dam has
been pledged to the Elephant Butte
Water Users' association, which wae
organized by a number of prominent
I.as Cruces citizens for the purpose of
doing business with the government.
Attorney H. B. Holt, .who Is president
of the association, Is credited
with
having done some hard work in securing the requisite land,
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IS NOW UP TO GOVERNMENT

Regular meeting of the Elks' lodge
tomorrow night. Initiation and lunch
and something from the entertainment
committee will Insure a good attendance.
Dr. James H. Wroth left last night
for Wilkesbarre, Pa., where be goes
to meet his mother, who will accompany him to Albuquerque and spend
the winter here.
E. C. Chaves, the wool and hide
buyer. Bays that he has purchased
100,000 pounds of wool at Magdalena
and in the vicinity of Albuquerque during the season which is just closing.
Nathan Barth, the sheep man, returned to his sheep camp near Grants
last night. Mr. Itartfi says that this
winter promises to be a good one for
sheep, as plenty of water and feed are
in evidence.
of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles McGee,
Milwaukee, Wis., passed through the
city last night on their way to southern California, where they will siend
the winter. Mr. McGee is an attorney
of Milwaukee.
Riehard Jones, the new manager of
the American Lumber company, has
leased from H. H. Tilton the northern
apartment In Parkview Terrace, and
will occupy It with his family on or
about November 15.
The other evening, while leisurely
bicycling toward his home, G. Glomi
met with an accident. The wheel
struck an obstruction In the road and
the rider was thrown violently to the
ground. Result, a badly damaged left
hand.
Prof. George W. Ramsey, of the Albuquerque Business college, is In Las
Vegas working up Interest In bis college and selling Underwood typewriters. Prof. Ramsey expects to visit
Santa Fe before returning, and will
be absent from the city several days.
A committee of Slaters from the St.
Joseph hospital are around soliciting
subscriptions to help defray immediate debts of that worthy institution.
Sister Fidells called at this office ana
stated that the merchants and people generally are subscribing liberally.
The Las Vegas Optic says: Dr. O.
C. McNary and wife of Leavenworth,
Kan., passed through the city today on
their way to Santa Monica. Dr. McNary has Just received an appointment
as head of a big hospital there. Dr.
and iMrs. McNary were met at the depot by the latter's brother, Harry W.
Kelly, and wife.
Mr. and Mrs. O. W. Strong, parents
of Harry, Frank and Roy Strong, of
this city, celebrated their thirty-seconwedding anniversary at Los Angeles
last week. Seven Albuquerque people,
stopping In Los Angeles, are reported as being present at the function
with which the event was celebrated.
It Is Just one day over a month
the close of the merchants' piano
contest, and the prospective winners
are gradually pulling away from the
majority of the contesting societies.
At the count last night the Knights of
Columbus led, with 117,801, and the
Masons were second, with SI), 413
votes.
F. E. Benkler, son of Philip Benkler,
a wealthy stove manufacturer of Philadelphia, Pa., died yesterday at his
apartments, 215 South Third street,
after a lingering illness with tuberculosis. Tlie deceased bad been a resident of Albuquerque for the past six
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Boy'g nobby grey Over-

Boy's Union Underwear, Fleeced Lined,

It is (little short of marvelous how
the quality we
show, can be produced and sold for
so little.
Our selection
comprises
every
Style worth having, and every good
fabric from the world's looms, In the
best overcoatings
produced, tailored
and finished In a mannir that can
only be approached by the very best
custom tailors.
a finished coat, of

street.

SIO 00

Itoy's School Suits;
neat mixtures
with
two pairs of Pants, for,

You Have a Choice of Many Styles

,

BUTTE DAM

COAT HAS LONG

DISAPPEARED;
INSTEAD,
WE
HAVE THE GREAT COAT, WITH
BROAD
ROOMY
SHOULDERS,
SLEEVES AND GENEROUS SKIRT.
FIFTY-TWAND 64.INCHES IS
NOT TOO LONG FOR THE AVERAGE
MAN.
THEY ARE VERY
HANDSOME, THESE BIG COATS;
COMFORTABLE AND
REASONA-BLPRICED.
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HOT BLAST HEATERS.
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Special Sale on Boy's Clothing and Furnishings
Boy's long, grey Overcoats, sizes 8 to 14
years; worth 6, for,

THIS IS THE DAY OF THE BIG
OF GENEROUS PROPORTIONS. THE "SKIMPY," SHORT
COAT
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Cloudcroft, Otero County Lola L.
Phillips succeeds Lola L. Woods.
Canjilon, Rio Arriba County W. P.
Thomas Wickliam, an Albuquerque
.
scliool student, won the complimentary Shupe succeeds W. K. Shupe.
ticket guessliic contest offered by the
Spend your leisure time at the pool
Ethel Tucker Stock company. Mr.
Wichham founii that if a brick weighs hall at No. 115 West Railroad
seven pounds an. I a half, a brick and
a half weighs twenty-onpounds. The
PEOPLE DESIROUS OF LEARN- prize for the it
answer was two ING SPANI SH, ADDRESS, P. O. BOX
season tickets for tho Ethel Tucker 226, OR CA LL AUTO. 'PHONE 460.
Stock company's engagement at the
Klks' opera hous.
CAR OF KANSAS WHITE OATS,
A rather exciting runaway took QUALITY No. 1, THE THIRD CAR '
place ou Railroad avenue about 11 RECEIVED WITHIN SIXTY DAYS.
Two horses E. W. FEE 620 SOUTH SECOND
o'clock this morning.
hitched to a heavy wagon became STREET. BOTH 'PHONES.
frigtitened while the driver was in a
Just received, a line of Women's
nearby Btore and started west on Railroad avenue at a fearful gait. For- Oxfords, Patent Colt Vamps, Dull Kid
Soles, Military
tunately they were caught before any BaekB, Extension
great damage was done, although a Heels, Big Eyelets, with Ribbon Tits.
wneel was knocked off a light buggy A swell looking shoe and heavy
standing In front of the Golden Rule enough for winter wear. Price, 13.50.
C. May's shoe store, 314 West RailDry Goods company store.
road avenue.
ELEPHANT

7, 1905.

BEG COATS,
VOGUE
ARE

KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS PLAN DRAMA TO BE GIVEN AT ELKS' THEATER ON NOVEMBER 29.
I'nder the direction of Prof. James
If. ('rum, of the university. Mineral
lodge No. 1, Knights of Pythias, will
on the night of November 29, present
the well known drama, "Damon and
Pythias."
The drama will be given
In the Elks' theater. Prof. Crum has
already chosen the east for the play,
and dally rehearsals are now being
held. Mr. Crum has been uiformly
successful In conducting amateur theatricals, and his present efforts are
expected to exceed anything he has
ever attempted.
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WATCHES,

TALENT WILL
PRESENT "DAMON AND PYTHIAS'

ALBUQUERQUE
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Generally fair tonight and Wednesday.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER
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Agents for
Winchester
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Rifles and Shotguns, Winchester Ammunition, Colt'a Revolvers and Automatic Pistols, Studebaker Buggies and Wagons, Ecllps
Wind Mills, STARRETT'S Machinist Tools a specialty.
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215 West Railroad Avenue
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Albuquerque,
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